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ABSTRACT
The thermal shock of a graphite disk heated in the center by a 
welding torch was analyzed in two ways. First,- a finite-element 
elastic analysis was used to calculate thermal stresses for arbitrary 
temperature gradients. Both Young’s modulus and the coefficient of 
thermal expansion were, taken to be strongly temperature-dependent.
Second, a finite-* difference plastic analysis was used to find the dimi­
nution in. thermal stresses due to plastic deformation. For the plastic 
analysis Young1s.modulus was held constant, but the coefficient, of thermal 
expansion varied.. The Mohr-Coulomb yield function used in. the calcula­
tions allowed a departure from, the assumption of constant volume usually 
assumed in plasticity problems. Strain hardening was included by relat­
ing stress and plastic strain through a power law which was shown to be 
in good agreement with, data >.in the literature*,The. role of plastic 
deformation, in the thermal shock resistance of graphite was found to be 
more important than, had previously been thought.. The analysis predicts 
the same relative thermal shock; resistance for three ■graphites as was 
determined experiment ally by other workers.
An 'unusual feature- of the study is the attention given to demon­
strating the validity of the numerical procedures employed. Of
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particular interest is the good agreement between the predictions of a 
limiting case of the plastic analysis with those of a finite-element 
elastic analysis.
A large family of nonlinear algebraic equations resulted from the 
discretization of the differential equation governing the plastic 
behavior. To solve this problem an unusual algorithm was developed in 
which the Newton-Raphson method was combined with the Gauss-Seidel . 
method.
The temperature- distributions used as input in the stress analysis 
were based on standard finite-difference procedures used in heat-trans- 
fer calculations. The specific heat of graphite was made to vary as a 
polynomial function of temperature, whereas thermal conductivity was. an 
exponential. An unusual feature of the heat̂ -transfer analysis is the 
establishment of the connection between welding-arc power and transient 
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B Constant in stress-plastic strain equation 
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Thermal shock is the name given to the high, transient, thermal 
stresses resulting from a sudden and drastic change in environment. 
Examples include such common occurrences as the shattering of a drinking 
glass when boiling, hot water is poured in to make'iced tea and such 
exotic occurrences as the conditions at the throat of a graphitealined 
rocket nozzle immediately after ignition. Many metallurgical operations 
such as quenching and welding also produce, thermal, shock. Thus the 
problem of thermal shock is of interest to at least four industries: 
ceramic, metallurgical, aerospace, and nuclear. Although the thesis 
focuses on the thermal shock of graphite, a material of nucleonic 
interest, the procedures and equations used have vide applicability. 
Conversely, no other material will be as challenging as graphite.
Graphite.Is an anisotropic composite with temperature-dependent 
thermal and mechanical properties. Furthermore, its inelastic behavior 
is not governed by the laws of "classical plasticity. " Why anyone would 
want to use such a material will become clear in. the next few paragraphs.
A qualitative picture of the factors affecting thermal shock re­
sistance will be helpful. The most obvious is strength. The higher the
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tensile strength, the greater the thermal—shock resistance. The next 
most obvious factor is thermal conductivity. Common experience suggests 
that materials with high conductivity are highly' resistant to thermal 
shock. The reason for the high resistance is that thermal stress de­
pends upon temperature differences. High conductivity means small 
temperature differences. The remaining factors, stiffness and expansive­
ness, act in the opposite way.
The higher the coefficient of thermal expansion, CTE, the lower the 
shock resistance. This phenomenon can be understood by observing that 
the ’attempted" mismatch between the hot and the cold part of a body is 
reflected in the CTE. The attempted mismatch also explains the role of 
stiffness or Young'Vs modulus.
Suppose that a material has large temperature gradients in it. 
Because it is assumed to be in one piece, the attempted mismatch does 
not occur. Instead, the material behaves as if it were being strained. 
‘This strain causes a stress. The higher the modulus, the higher the 
stress because, stress is. simply■elastic strain times -modulus.. The way 
in which the four factors discussed above operate on thermal—shock 
resistance is often summarized in a figure of merit.
Although an oversimplification, this figure of merit, often seen in 
handbooks, is a good place to start:
KS
1&rit = IcT • (1)
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E is Young’s modulus, Oi is the CTE, K the conductivity, and the ten­
sile strength.
The question posed earlier, "Why would anyone use graphite?” can 
now he answered. Graphite has a very high thermal conductivity, a low 
modulus, and a low CTE. Furthermore, some of the new graphites have a 
respectable tensile strength in the 4000-psi range. The combination of 
all these traits makes graphite exceptionally resistant -- so resistant 
that it is almost impossible to fail graphite with any simple thermal- 
shock test. Consequently, the selection of the best graphite for thermal 
shock loading is a difficult problem. Yahr (1967) describes a few of the 
elaborate tests used at some laboratories to fail graphite.
These tests were of two types, steady state and transient. The 
transient test involved the quenching of handball-size graphite spheres. 
Although the quench tests were a partial success,the procedure is not 
suitable for large numbers of specimens. The other procedure, the 
steady-state experiment, was even more inappropriate.
To produce I2R heating a large electric current was discharged 
through the walls of a hollow graphite cylinder parallel to its axis. 
Simuitaneoiisly, the outside surface was cooled.by liquid helium. At 
very high power levels it was possible to cause a fed.lure from thermal 
stress.
Because both the cylinder and sphere tests described above were 
unsuitable for processing large numbers of specimens, the graphite 
mechanics group at Oak Ridge National laboratory developed a new test
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using graphite disks. In this new test, a thin graphite disk Is heated 
in the center by a helium-shielded electric arc. A water-cooled copper 
plate with a large hole in it is used to support the disk at its periph­
ery. The basic idea of the test is to find the arc power necessary to 
cause a thermal-stress failure.
Because of the intense heating of the electric arc, the region near 
the center of the disk tries to expand.. The outer part of the disk is 
still cold and restrains the inner part. Thus, the inner part of the 
disk is in. compression while the outer part is in tension. Because the 
thermal stress is proportional to the temperature gradient and the gradi­
ent is proportional to heating rate, a. high power level in the welding 
arc should correspond to a high thermal stress.
Suppose that two types of graphite fail at different power levels. 
The difference between the power levels can be taken as a measure of the 
difference in thermal-shock resistance of the two types of graphite 
(Yahr, 1967).
With the procedure described above, the "best of roughly 25 types of 
graphite were- selected. This selection was not easy. Graphite is simi­
lar to glass and ceramics in at least one respect --there is a large 
scatter in its tensile strength.. An additional difficulty was the- rela­
tive insensitivity of the test to. snail changes In power. Consequently, 
as many as 30 specimens were usually required to find a threshold power, 
that is, a power above which half of the specimens of a. given type 
failed. By comparing the threshold .power for many types of graphite
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Yahr (1967.) was able to select the most shock resistant. As a rule, if 
a particular type of graphite is more shock: resistant than another in 
the 4-inch size, it is also more resistant in the smaller sizes. In 
short, the factors. mentioned- above demanded a large experimental .program, 
literally thousands of specimens were tested,. One of the purposes of 
this thesis is to provide a deeper and more quantitative interpretation 
of Yahr's tests.
At this point it seems appropriate to mention a lucky tactical de­
cision made on the first day of the study. Previous experience and. 
intuition suggested that no book or, journal would provide a recipe for 
finding.the transient thermal stresses in a graphite disk. (The informa­
tion in Fig. 1  contributed to this hunch.) Consequently, the decision 
was made to proceed from the most elementary principles using numerical 
methods. Ignorance of the amount of published material in the field was 
a big help. Because the existence of whole books devoted to the study of 
thermal stress was unsuspected, no time, was lost in trying to find a 
solution in them. Later, as. the formal works were discovered, the 
soundness of the decision to, use numerical methods was confirmed again 
and again.
From Boley and ¥einer (1962) the inherent complexity of closed-form 
solutions to realistic thermal-stress problems was learned. Papers such 
as Glenny and Royston (1956) and Manson and Smith (.1956) present charts 
and experimental results, but are short on prodedares. Furthermore, 
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Fig. 1. Trends, of the variables
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Buessem {1955), however, warns against oversimplification. At the con­
clusion of his paper he mentions ’realistic applications” and ’numerical 
or empirical solutions.’’ One can, however, be too cavalier about the 
literature.
A valuable insight on plastic regions in a disk could have been 
learned.from an excellent paper by Wilhoit (1958). The paper was put 
aside because the assumptions seemed too unrealistic-— no strain harden­
ing, no plastic volume change, and no time-dependent temperature varia­
tion. By the time the paper was read, the lessons on the growth of 
plastic regions had been painfully rediscovered. Fortunately, two papers 
in which almost no unrealistic assumptions are made were not missed.
Yalch and McConnelee (1967) present an analysis of the plane-strain 
creep of a composite tube with temperature-dependent properties,. Because 
their analysis is formulated in terms of strain and is based on constant 
plastic volume, it is different from that presented in the following 
chapters. Yalch and McConnelee, however, go directly to numerical pro­
cedures in their analysis of a similar problem, a comforting confirmation 
of the philosophy on which this thesis is based. The same comment 
applies to the paper by Tuba and Wei (1967) In: which the authors present 
a temperature-dependent plastic analysis of a composite rectangular bar. 
Although both of these papers deal with geometries more, complex than a 
disk, neither group is confronted with either plastic dilatation or a 
highly complex heat—transfer, problem.
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This study really 'begins with a question that , many authors, are ahle 
to.ignore, "just what is the temperature distribution?^ From the stand­
point of heat transfer,, a disk is more complicated than a cylinder; 
moreover, a disk heated in the middle by a welding torch poses some 
particularly difficult problems. Again, from the first day, it was 
decided to carry on a heat-transfer analysis simultaneously with the 
thermal-stress analysis. Thus, whenever progress in heat transfer was 
made, the improvement could be immediately fed into the thermal-stress 
analysis, whereas progress in the stress analysis was never hindered by 
lack of input from the heat-transfer analysis., It should be emphasized, 
however, that the heat-transfer analysis plays a supporting role in this 
study. The primary goal was to be able to make quantitative statements 
about thermal stress. The major effort of this study was devoted to two 
types of stress analysis;
1. Fully temperature-dependent finite-element elastic analysis,
2. Partially temperature-dependent • finite-difference plastic
analysis.
Because neither would be needed without some kind of temperature 
distribution, it seems appropriate to start with the heat-transfer 




Hie primary purpose of this chapter is to explain how the radial 
temperature distributions', were calculated. Once this has been done, a 
comparison between the distributions calculated for temperature-indepen­
dent and temperature-dependent thermal properties will be presented. 
Finally, a quantitative estimate of the role of arc. power will be shown.' 
Before getting to the meat of the chapter, a short discussion on the 
.unsuitability of the traditional mathematical approach is. appropriate.
A Traditional Ap;proach
Suppose that the region in the center of a thin disk is heated by a 
welding torch in such a way that a small region, r < a, is immediately 
brought to the sublimation temperature of the material. Suppose further 
that the disk loses no heat by radiation or convection and gains none 
from the arc for r > a. Let the thermal conductivity and specific heat 
be independent of temperature. Finally, let there be no heat flow at 
r -■ b, the periphery of the disk.
From symmetry there is no-circumferential heat flow. By hypothesis, 
the disk is very thin and has insulated surfaces. Thus, heat flows only 
in the radial direction, A deceptively simple-looking partial
9
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differential equation can be quickly derived by making an energy balance 
on a cylinder whose inside radius is r and whose outside radius is 
r + Ar. The height of the cylinder is h. The basic idea is
(heat in at r) — (heat out at r + Ar) = (heat gained).
By applying this idea along with the Fourier law,
heat flow == — (conductivity). X (area) X (temperature gradient), 
one obtains
k  (27rrh) + k [2w(r + Ar)h] drdr rtAr
- -  PCp (27rrArh) ,
where K  is conductivity, p is density, Ch is specific heat. The T?s are 










If the first term on the left is divided by Ar, the definition of the 
second derivative appears. Thus, the final equation is found, by divid­
ing by rAr and proceeding to the limit:
a2T i ar  ̂ 3t
SP r ar k at (3)
One initial condition and two boundary conditions are needed.. These are 
easily written when one recalls that the region r- < a is brought to T,
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instantaneously and the surface at r = b is adiabatic. Let a subscript 
r imply differentiation with respect to radius„
T(r/o) - 0 initial condition
T(a,t) = T interior boundary condition (4)s
T,(b̂ t) = 0 exterior boundary condition
A solution to Eq. (3) , available in Cars law and Jaeger (1959'),
is presented below.. The common American notation, CL, is used for the 
thermal diff'usivity, K/pQ̂ ,, rather than the confusing k used by Carslaw 
and Jaeger. It should also be noted that a large amount of manipulation 
is required to get the next ‘.equation; from Carslaw and jaeger.. The solu­
tion is
g  — ak2t C (r,X )
T = Ts + 17\  2 x e; n n — p - > (5)
wnere
C (r, X ) = J (rX ) Y (aA, ) — Y (rX ) J (aX ) (6 )o n o n o n- o n o n v
and
F(X ) = [J (a?, ) ] 2 - [Ji(bV ) ] 2 (7)x n o n n
and A. are the roots of the eigenvalue equation
JQ(al) Yi(bl) - Yq(aX) Ji(b\.) = 0 . (8 )
The j’s are Bessel functions of the first kind ; and the Y1 s are of the
second kind.= ■Experience with equations similar to Eq. (5) suggests 
that seven or eight terms of the series would be needed for -small values
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of t. This would require an equivalent number of solutions to Eq. (8 ), 
a formidable task. Even the evaluation of Eq. (6 ) would prove a 
nuisance. For every value of r considered, there will be a values of Cq 
needed, that is, one for each eigenvalue. The question, "is it worth 
it?,” arises quickly. Suppose that a month were devoted to getting 
numbers out of Eq. (5). The result would still be Unconvincing since 
the assumptions, constant properties, and adiabatic surfaces, are so un­
realistic. If Eq.; (.5) is rejected for lack of realism then a new 
equation similar to Eq. (3) is needed. But solutions to this new equa­
tion are almost certainly not available. Thus, to get answers for the 
realistic problem a new solution would have to be produced, a suitable 
subject for a dissertation in applied mathematlos.- Once this solution- 
had been produced, it would certainly be far more difficult to get num­
bers out of it than out of Eq. (5). In short, It is much wiser to go 
directly to: numerical procedures than to spend months, or even years 




The idea behind the numerical procedure is the same as that behind 
the traditional mathematical procedure. A heat balance is written for an 
arbitrary element of the system. In the numerical, procedure one never 
‘passes to the limit. f Instead, the future temperature of every element 
is found as a function of its present temperature,, the present tempera­
ture of its neighbors, and any convection or
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radiation. (The expression ’future temperature’*means the temperature 
at time t + At. ) Once, the future temperature has been found for all 
elements in the 'system, the present temperature becomes the future and 
the whole process is repeated. The method is. explained with excellent 
clarity by Dusinberre (1961). The following derivation leans heavily on 
this work.
In the absence of radiation and convection, the heat flow during 
time increment At into element No. 7 of Fig. 2 is given by
KAe kA7
TT  (To -  T7) + -T— (Ts -  Tv) , (9)
where /c is conductivity, A is area, and I is the distance between 
centroids. Where the increments are of equal size^f is equal to Ar.
(For brevity, 6 , 7, and 8 are used instead of i—lr i, and i+1.) The 
group {kA/&') is lumped together as a conductance. Thus, Eq. (9) is re­
written
Ks(T6 - T7) + K7 (TS - T7) (10)
The net heat flow into element No. 7 is, of course,- reflected in its 
temperature change:
v7(t7 — t7)
PCP .....A t"- - -  ’ (11)
where p is; density, C is specific heat, and Vis volume. The futureP
temperature of No. 7 is T7, while the current temperature is T7. Thus, 




































increment At. For convenience the group pC V is' lumped together as C7, 
the thermal capacitance. Next, the expression (10) is equated to ex­
pression (1 1 ) :
(T'7 — T7 )K6 (T6 - TV) + K7 (T8 - T7) = C7 — 1 — --  . (12)At
Since the object is to find future temperatures, Eq. (12) is solved for
/T?.
/ AtKh AtK7T7 = T6 + — -1 Tg + At (K6 + K-) . :1 -  li|T7 (13)
J
An inspection of Eq.. (13) suggests that the term
At (K6 + K7) < 1 (14)v>7
or
c7 / ^At < — ----- —  , 15)K6 + K7
In words, Equation 15 mearis that the time increiaent selected must be smaller 
than the capacitance divided by the sum of the incoming conductances.
If this condition is not satisfied, the coefficient of T7 becomes negative
and the system oscillates because the larger T7 is during one time
Interval the smaller it will be in the next.. If radiation is occurring 
or if there Is heat generation, the stability requirement cannot be 
formulated as neatly as Eq, (15). Trial-and-error, however, is an 
excellent guide; if stability is not satisfied, the oscillations in 
temperature are so violent that they are rapidly detected.
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Suppose that radiation and convection are present, Eq. (13) would 
have, several extra terms:
cieSyTyAt
and (15)
§ hc - ̂  ’
where a* is the Stefan-*Boltzmann constant, e is emissivity, S is horizon­
tal surface area, and h is the convection coefficient. Finallv, the J c
new terms are added to Eq, (13), and the groups of constants are consoli­
dated as FIs. Thus Eq. (1 3 ) Becomes
t'7 p67t6 + f87t8 + f77tv + :FradTt + - T7) • (IV)
Aq equation similar to Eq. (17) is written for every lump in the system. 
Each of these equations is then solved to get the future temperatures of 
all the. elements in the system. The great beauty of the method is that
no simultaneous equations are required and no averaging scheme is needed.V ":
The method works well even with a very coarse element breakdown. George 
Dusinberre (1961) was using the method in the 1930*s with considerable 
success, long before' most engineers had even dreamed of digital computers. 
It seems likely, however, that the early practitioners of the art were 
"good at figures." The digital computer has made the method suitable 
for even the most slow-witted engineer. It is now possible to break a 
system down into several hundred lumps and follow the temperature 
history over hundreds of thousands of time Increments, The,- computer,
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in fact, must actually "be told not to print out results for every time 
increment. Instead, some multiple of At must be selected as a print 
increment. The author of this thesis had the opportunity to witness the 
dire consequences when a friend used a print increment of unity in a 
150-element problem. The answers to the problem were taken from the 
computer on a magnetic tape. The tape was fed into the printer at about 
midnight. At eight o’clock in the morning the friend received a phone 
call telling him that the printer was still going strong-. "is there some 
mistake?" the computer center asked. My friend replied that there was 
and the tape was removed, from the machine. A short time later a group of 
men from the computer center arrived with a wagon, and started piling the 
output on my friend’s desk; he had used just under $ 1 0 0  worth of paper’
If the use of a computer has certain hazards, such as predicting 
temperatures of minus 4000°K when the stability requirement Is violated 
or using.a wheelbarrow of paper if the print incTement is not -controlled, 
it also has many advantages. For the purposes of'this project the most, 
important is that the terms represented,by the f’s in Eq. (17} do not 
have to be constants. Because, the F,:s'are---fimetlons1* .o-f specific heat or: 
conductivity this means that the thermal properties can easily be made 
temperature-dependent. All that is required Is to include the calculation 
of the F’s at the beginning of the loop in which the future temperatures 
of the elements are calculated. The exact equations used in this pro­
cedure are the subject of the next section of the chapter.
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Temperature-Dependence of Rho and (T
The easiest temperature-dependent property to. handle is specific 
heat. The Union Carbide (1965) graphite handbook states that the differ­
ence between the specific heats of different types of graphite varies 
less than the experimental error. Between 300°K and 3200°K the follow­
ing polynomial is reported to "reproduce the experimental values within
1. 5 per cent over the entire interval. "
C = 0.44391 + 0.30795 X l-'̂ T - 0.61257 X 105T“ 2 + 0.10795.. 10 3f- 3 (18) p
Equation (18) was put into the heat-transfer computer program and .was1 
used throughout the study. The handling of the thermal conductivity 
required more imagination.
The first step was to examine some of the original papers. The ex- 
periemental data, of Euler (1952), Pasor and McClelland (1960), and 
Powell and Schofield (1939) suggested that the temperature-dependence of 
graphite could be expressed by an exponential of the 'form
K =  K e"""*̂ + k  ., (19)o a
This is in. approximate agreement with the, statement in the Union Carbide 
(1965) handbook that "thermal .conductivity' falls-, off roughly as T"1. "
With numbers a typical equation is
K *  0.37 e " ° ' 0 ^ l31!F +  g.,03 y
where k  is given in calories/cm-secure -and. -T is given in °C. Unfortu* 
nately no-great wealth of information on the temperature-dependence of
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the K's of interest to this, study exists. Furthermore, values for 
large T are most certainly subject to large experimental errors. The 
problem resolved itself when a few runs on the computer were made.
The exact values of the constants k and k in Eq. (19) made very
O  ct
little difference in the actual temperature distributions. Conversely, 
when one assumed that properties were independent of temperature, much 
higher values of temperature were calculated, whereas different constant 
values of k caused relatively small temperature differences. The moral 
of the story is clear: It is better to assume a relationship, between
I and k that, is approximately right everywhere than one which, is exactly 
correct somewhere. The story is well, .illustrated in Fig. 3 in which the 
temperature distribution in a graphite disk is shown after 5 seconds of 
heating in the center with' a welding torch. The lower curve is based on 
Eq. (20). The implications -.of-'the variabilityofK on thermal stresses - 
will become clear as the following chapters unfold. That the properties 
of the graphite disk do change significantly during heating is well 
illustrated in Fig. 4 in which the thermal diffusivity is plotted as a 
function of .radius at some arbitrary time. The horizontal lines show, 
some typical values of diffusivity for a wide variety: of materials. 
Implied' by ’Figs. 3 and -4 is some knowledge- of the way in which energy 
from the welding arc is distributed across the face of the disk. The 
nature of this distribution and various assumptions made, about it are 
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Fig. 4. Thermal diffusivity as a function of radius
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Heat Input From Welding Arc
At the beginning, a few very bad assumptions were made about the 
energy distribution in the region near the welding arc. Calculations 
were made on these assumptions, and temperature distributions were ob­
tained* These, in turn, were used in the early stages of the stress analy­
sis. later, as a deeper understanding of the arc developed, better 
numbers became available for the stress analysis. The important point is 
that no matter how bad these early assumptions were, they made the pre­
liminary stress calculations possible and were thus invaluable. The 
tactical soundness of "Get a number and haggle later" was given a strong 
confirmation. Indeed, had the program moved in a more orderly way the 
rate of progress would certainly have been' sloven'; ...'The purpose of this 
section is not to discuss the tactics of an investigation, but to explain 
the way in which heat input from the welding arc was handled. The 
previous remarks’ are only included because they reflect one of the 
valuable lessons learned in this study.
In electric-arc welding the primary means of heat transfer is 
through the "condensation” of electrons on the anode. The electrons are
ft 71evaporated from the cathode by a high temperature and a voltage drop.
The flow of.ionized gases also plays a role. The actual physics of a 
welding arc is far too complicated a .subject to be discussed here.
Brief analyses are given by Jackson (i960) and: Lancaster (1954) and (1965) . 
It is not yet possible to predict the radial energy distribution on the 
anode from first principles. Instead, experimental data must be used.
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An extensive literature search revealed only” one paper, that of Nestor 
(1962), with any useful information in it. The basic idea behind 
Nestor's experiments was to compare the heat flux into the two halves of 
a split copper anode. The anode was cooled by two streams of water and 
mounted in such a way that it could be moved under the arc. By measuring 
‘the temperatures of the two streams of water and the distance of the arc 
from the mid-plane of the anode, the heat input as a function of radial 
distance from the arc was inferred. (Sophisticated analytical and 
numerical techniques were. used.) Nestor made a wide study of many 
parameters. He looked at the role of arc length, shielding gas, current, 
and cathode geometry. Furthermore, .his experiments were closely con­
trolled and had high reproducea'bility. One of his curves shows few/cm2 , 
plotted as a function of radius for 2 0 0 amps, 2 0 . 7  volts, and an arc 
length, in helium of 6 .3 mm. These conditions' were very close to those 
used by Yahr (1967) in many of his tests. Thus, Nestor's Fig. 5 was 
used as the basis for calculating temperature distributions in Yahr*s 
graphite disks. This extrapolation seems legitimate if one notes that 
the work functions of copper and graphite are about the same. (The' work 
function is a direct measure of the energy of condensation-per electron.) 
The actual way in which Nestor's data were used is shown in Fig. 5 on 
the following page.
The vertical scale shows cal/sec ; and the horizontal scale shows 
the radial locations associated with a given heating rate. The figure 
looks like a histogram because the data have been discretized for inclu­
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represents the total heat received. Because the welding machine is only 
about 8 0  percent efficient, the heat received must be divided by 0 . 8 0  
to get the power input to the welder. The hypothetical distributions 
for 1 1  and 1 3 hw are based on the following analysts.
Examination of Nestor1 s data suggests a limit to the permissible 
heat intensity near the center of an arc. Similarly* arc-diameter 
increases very slowly with power. Most of the gain in energy .associated 
with increasing'power is delivered in the region arbund 0. 5 cm. Thus, 
it is asserted that the heat distributions for 1 1  and 1 3 -lew are excellent 
approximations to real distributions. The power levels were calculated 
by integration. (The curves shorn in the figure have been adjusted for 
the one radian pie-shaped piece used in the analysis.) Even if the 
hypothetical distributions are wrong, or badly distorted, they serve 
a useful purpose.'. Their application in Fig. 6  illustrates clearly what 
could be done for heat-transfer analysis in welding if more dataware 
available.
In the- next chapter the temperature distributions-calculated by the 
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Before proceeding further the distiuctxon “between a "finite-element ” 
and a "finite-difference, analysis should be understood. The heat-trans-
■nfer analysis presented in the last chapter 1 st a. finite-element analysis, ; 
Implicit in all procedures of this kind, whether in elasticity or heat 
transfer, is. the - assumption' that the world is broken down into little 
elements which interact with each other according to. ;senie-pattern.
Within the element itself the laws of nature are observed exactly, whereas 
over the assemblage of elements .they- are'- observed'.".in-.an approximate way.
A finite-(difference analysis, conversely, is based oh a differential 
equation which expresses the behavior of the whole, system. Because of 
the difficulty of a particular problem, the derivatives are approximated 
by differences. To the neophyte it is probably obvious that the two 
procedures are essentially the same. Perhaps the biggest .difference Is 
in the philosophy of the practitionerŝ  The finlte-element men are 
strong on physical. Interpretation and ambition.. The finite-difference 
people are usually strong .in. mathematics.-;. . .Needless to say, both have 
their good points. The author of this thesis is not taking sides.
Instead, the. advantages of both procedures ;are demonstrated in this
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chapter and in the next. But before the actual development is presented, 
it should, be pointed out that the finite-element method used in this 
study is a very simple one. It is based on cylindrical elements, not the 
more common and more difficult triangular elements used in analysis of 
highly complex bodies. The procedure described on the following pages 
was actually developed as a generalization: of the press or shrink fit.
In fact,, it was called a "multiple-press-fit analysis" until it was 
pointed out to the author that he was really using- a finite-element analy­
sis. The change in name was . made for two reasons:. First, there are 
many people who. just do not know- what a press fit is. Second, it . Is hard, 
for the more- fashion—conscious members of. the applied-mechanics Community' 
to take something seriousl3r if it sounds as practical as a. ’‘multiple- 
press-fit. " The fundamental equation of the procedure, however, is 
certainly highly respectable . Coming directly from Timoshenko (1956) 
it relates the radial displacement of a poiht .;in a cylinder to the 
interior and exterior pressure,, the geometry,-and the material properties... 
The equation is
1 —  V a2!!. — b2p 1 + V a2b2 (p. — p ) 
u = ---- .....— £ + , ,  , (i)
E b2 — a2 E (b2— -a2)r
where V is PoIsson?s ratio, E Is modulus, a and b are interior and 
exterior radii,' respectively.. The subscripts on. the pressure terms, p, 
refer to "inside" and "outside". Suppose, that a. given cylinder w'ill not 
quite fit. -over another cylinder. If the, larger In heated to a high tem­
perature while the smaller is. chilled, It might become.possible- to jam
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them together. This is the principle of the shrink fit. When the two 
cylinders have returned to the same temperature the inside of the out­
side cylinder will have moved outwards while the outside of the inner 
cylinder will have moved inward. The sum of these two motions must he 
equal to the original interference between the cylinders. For purposes 
of argument, suppose that p̂  Of the inside cylinder Is zero and pQ of the 
outside cylinder is zero; then Eq. (1) could easily he used to find the 
pressure between the cylinders, since pQ of the inside is the same as 
of the outside. Naturally, two applications of Eq., (l) will have to be 
made since the outside of -the inside moves in and the inside of the out­
side moves out. If the interference is 5 and if subscripts 1 and2 refer 
to the inside and outside, respectively, then two applications of.Eq. (l) 
give Eq. (2), a formula for finding p the unknown interfacial pressure.
(1 — v) (—b?)p (1 + v) a2b2(—p )' . 1 -x . l  i v Xx5 =
bi ~ ai E (b| — a|)b1
(1 -  v) b|px (1 + v) b| alPx
E (b2— a|) E. (b2 ~ a2 )b2 (2)
It is obvious that Eq. (2) could be greatly simplified by gathering terms 
after noting that (a2 = bi). Equation (2) has been left the way it.is 
to make the genesis of each term entirely clear. If the algebra ana the 
reasoning behind Eq, (2) are not understood, the next steps will be lost.
For convenience, the next, few pages of the development apply 
only to disks and rings. At the very end, a, method; for:adapting the 
results to cylinder's is mentioned.
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Suppose that instead of two rings there are a dozen or more which do not 
nest; suppose farther that it is possible to pissb them all together with 
some kind of. large press. The behavior at any interface will again be 
described by two applications of Eq.. (l). Wow-, however, p̂  for the inner 
of any two rings will not be zero, neither will. pQ; of the outer. Thus, 
no neat equation like Eq. (2) can be written for the interface. Instead 
a family of nlinked" simultaneous linear equations will be required to 
describe the system. Hew this set of equations Is actually found is 
described after the way in which the whole procedure Is related to 
thermal 'stress has been brought out.
Suppose that a disk is heated in the middle by a- torch. Temperature 
will fall with Increasing radius* If at some .point in time the torch is 
removed and. the disk is instantaneously cut into many concentric rings, 
the result will be the s et of: nonne sting ; rings -po siulat ed above. If, 
by some temporary suspension of the laws of thermodynamics, the tempera­
tures of the rings can be held steady while the whole family Is pushed 
back together, then the pressure generated by this press—fit operation 
will, in fact, be the theriiml stress existing; in. the disk before the 
miraculous, dissection ..into concentric rings. This operation will now be 
formulated mathematically. To make the derimtion as clear as possible.
It is presented in unusual detail as a foldout on the following page.,
Tire reason for the detail is to win potential users. Engineers shy away
If iffrom things that they do not ' understand’ • and. nothing inhibits under­
standing like a lot of missing steps.
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The basic equation from Timoshenko is
1 - V (a2P. ~ b2P ) 1 + V a2b2(P. - P )•' X O , 1 ou = ---- ■ — -— — — —  r .+ — —  — — — —---
E b2 — a2 E (b2 — a2)r
Let this equation be applied to the inward movement of the 
outside of ring No. 2 and the outward movement of the inside, 
of ring No. 3. Using the notation of the sketch:
In No. 2 v ^ V2> VQ =! = r 3 ; a = r2 ,
In Ik). 3:; : P± =. P3; Po = P4, b = r4> a = r3 .
Let S3 be the interference between Nos. 2 and 3 at r3. Then for the rings to nest
53 - (contraction in No. 2 at r3) + (expansion in No. 3 at r3) ,
53 =
1--V (r2P2 - r3P3)r3 i+v r2r2(P2-P3)
+
E y.2 ■ y,23 2 E (r2 - r2)r3
1-V (r|P3 - r2P4)r3 (l+v)r2r2(P3 - PJ
E r2 - r2 E(r2 - r 2]r3 J
For the simple case, E does not vary with location and can he factored out. (This restriction will 
he removed presently.) If the terms in brackets are given a lowest common denominator, then
EB3 » -
(3)
y. ... ■ "] 
(1-v) (r2r2P2 —  r^P3) + (1+v) (r2r2P2 - r2r2P3) (1-V) (r^P3 - r2r2P4) + (1+v) (r|r|P3 -  r2r|P4)
^ (r2 - r2)r3 J (r2 - r|)r3 (4)
By gathering like P!s together one arrives at the final and key equation:
2rfr3■E5-r= - __3 (r2 - r 2)
2r^(rf - r2)
{r% - r2) (r? - r2)ST ̂ 3
2r«r? (5)
An equation similar to Eq. (5) exists for every interface except the first and last. The handling 
of the boundary conditions is presented on the following pages.
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The basic idea used in handling-the-inside boundary condition name 
from Den Hartog's (1961) analysis of pressing a wheel onto a shaft. A 
condition of two-dimensional hydrostatic pressure: is assumed to exist in 
the shaft. A similar assumption is. made about the state of stress in a 
small solid cylinder at the very inside of the dish. From Hooke's law,'
Ee = S - VS;-, (6 )r r t.
where e . is radial elastic strain and S and S, are the radial and tangen r r ' t . °
tial stresses. Since P is pressure and the state, pf stress is hydro­
static , Eq. (6 ) can be rewritten:
Eer * - F (1 - V) . (7)
Since S =. Sv everywhere in the hydrostatic region̂  e. .=?■. e, • and Ed. (7) r ■ t o r
can be rewritten.
Eet - - P(1 - v) (8 )
But
2rr(r ..+ u) — 2irr
, t ' 2 nr
where u is the displacement at r. Thereforê ..
(9)
u)_ u‘"t ~ r
Using Eq. (10) in Eq. (£■) one arrives at an equation giving the radial 
displacementvof a point on the periphery of a solid, cylinder as a 
function of the pressure.
(1 -  V) (1 1 )
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Next, Eq. (ll) is used along with the original equation from Timoshenko. 
If is the interference "between the solid cylinder and the hollow 
cylinder at the first interface of the system and if Pi is the pressure 
at this interface and P2 the pressure at the next interface, then
(1 -  v )n P ! _ ( !  _  ^  (r 2.p _ J l  + v! r f r fC P j. -  P2)
P t  =  . 1 ■■    +  — ----------— .i . - 'V ' - ’ ■   * r  - - J IM..1* 1. , 1.1.   ;  - T ------------------------------------- .  {Id)E E r| — r{ E (r| — ri)ri
After gathering tenets, one obtains
2r2r2 2r2r2
1 2  1 2
S 5 i  - -----------------r r — E l  — ■ p 2
(r2 - r|)r4 (r| — r|)
Fortunately, the boundary equation for the outside is arrived at very 
easily. Inspection of the sketch and Eq. (5) of the foldout suggests • 
that the last term of Eq. (5) can siirply be lopped off, ■ Thus, Eq. (5) 
would become the boundary equation for' the system in the sketch if ring' 
No. 4 were removed. A similar procedure applies when the modulus varies 
from ring to ring. The derivation, essentially'the' Same as presented 
above, is-not reproduced in detail. Instead, the final results are 
shown on a separate page. After inspection of: this result, few will 
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As can be seen by inspection of the equations presented on the 
previous pages, a set of simultaneous linear equations will be needed to 
determine the radial-stress distribution.̂  The matrix of the coefficients 
of this set will be tridiagonal with a dominant central term. Specifical­
ly, the set . looks like
aPi + bP2 = &i
cPx + dP2 + eP3 = 5 2
(16)
fp2 + gPi + h? 4  = 53
IPs + 0P4 + kP5 - &4
IP4 + mP5 = 65
There are many ways in which this set could be solved. For a very 
large set the Gauss-Seidel method would be used; see McCracken and Dorn 
(■1964). Because: no more than 30 points were to be used, the Gauss elimina­
tion method seemed suitable and was incorporated into the computer; pro­
gram.
Once the program to construct and solve. Eq. (16) was. opera­
tional, it was tested, out. by. comparison with the eJ-ementary closed-form 
solutions for the thermal stress in a disk. This solution, found in 
Timoshenko (1956), is
1 /• D n r rS = cffi f Trdr — —  Trdr (17)r b2 1  r2 J
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The agreement was excellent. Both a linear and a square-wave temperature 
distribution were tested; see the lower parts of Figs. 7 and 8 .
Next, the values of P were substituted into the Lame equation re­
lating pressure and tangential stress,
a2P. -  b2P ( F. - P  ^ b 2
s . = — i a + (1 8 )
b2 - a2  ^(b2 - a2)
This substitution caused sane trouble. Trie tangential stress at an inter­
face , as seen by an imaginary observer on one side,, was different from that 
seen by an observer on the other . Two different, distributions of tangen­
tial stress resulted. Inspection of graphs sugge'Sted that the two func­
tions should be averaged- When this operation was. tried, the numerical- 
solution fell exactly on the closed-form solution.. .For the problems rep­
resented by Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 , E .and (X are constant at 1 X 106 psi and 
2 x 1 CT6 0 C"1. For Fig. 7> temperature varied linearly from 3000°C at the 
center to 0°C at the periphery. For the square-wave problem
T = 3000 r  ̂1.25 cm ,
(1 8 )
T = 0 r > I .2 5, cm, .
The correlation shown in the f igures was so, good that further tests were 
discontinued and a number of case, studies were made for variables a and
2 . Unfortunately.,, a •-number---of these had to be discarded because the 
temperature dependence of cx was incorrectly handled... This error was not 
discovered for months until a comparison with a limiting case of the 
plastic, analysis was. made, a valuable lesson on computer .solutions.
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program which has not only been checked by comparison with simple cases-, 
but by comparison with a completely different procedure.
The conditions and property distributions used in the case studies 
are based on the temperature distributions reported in the last chapter.
The distribution of radial and tangential stresses for AGOT at 11 kw and '
10 sec is shown in Fig. 9, while that for both RVD and ATJ at 13 kw and 
10 sec is shown in Fig. 10. The locus of failure curves show the 
tensile strength appropriate to the temperature distribution., (The 
strength of graphite increases with temperature. ) : The strength data 
come from the same source as the moaulus and GTE data, Southern. Research 
Institute (1956), hereafter referred to as SRI. See Appendix C for 
details.
Inspection of the figures reveals that AGOT'Should fail and RYD and 
ATJ should, not. This observation is in agreement- with .Xs.br :{l9̂T).*-. (Further­
more, .• Fig'. 10 shows that ATJ is a clear favorite: over RYD. ' Again agreement 
with Yahr is, found* • In"fact., Yahr was unable to break ATJ even at the 
highest powers. The computer program was. not just used for a study of 
specific graphites. Several hypothetical graphites: were put into: the 
analysis to study the value of a figure of merit such as Kor̂ /cxE. '
Let the temperatore-independent properties - of three .graphites, - be 
described by Table I. Let the temperature distributions be determined. 
from Fig. 3 of the previous chapter, Based on a figure of merit, one 
would expect graphites X and. Y to have about the same resistance to 
thermal*-shock* Figure 11 shows.that thermal conductivity plays a much 








































Brand X 0 . 1 2 0 0 0 2.5 X 10” 6 0.4 X 106 2 0 0
Brand Y 0.4 2 0 0 0 2.5 X 10“6 1 . 6 X 106 2 0 0
Brand Z 0 .4 2 0 0 0 2. 5 X 10“ 6 - 0.4 X 106 800
objection to the use of figures of merit is that the role of temperature 
dependence' is suppressed. In short, important material-selection de­
cisions should be made on realistic analyses;, such, as those, reported in 
this dissertation, not on figures of merit. A natural question at this 
point is whether the analysis presented in this chapter can be extended 
to cylinders. For isotropic materials, the answer is, "Yes.” In 
Appendix A the plane-stress to plane-strain, transformations of QJ, E, and 
V are discussed in detail. With these transformations all the basic 
equations of this chapter can be applied to cylinders. An actual appli­
cation of these transformations to a slightly different problem is 
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'In this chapter two alternatives to the method of the previous 
chapter are presented. Discussed are the advantages and potentialities 
„■ of these new procedures. An indication of the reliability of the meth­
ods is shown by reference .to specific problems,.
The Many-Variable Method
. As a rule,, most stress analysts try to. reduce, the number of vari­
ables in any given problem,. This reduction. Is. accomplished either by the 
introduction of a potential, function or simply by consecutive substi­
tution. In a one-dimensional problem the goal is usually one dependent 
variable and one Independent Variable, In a two-dimensional problem 
the goal Is one dependent variable and: two independent variables. - Once 
the number of unknowns has. been reduced as. far as possible, the analyst 
tries to solve the resulting differentia], equation., No other procedure 
seems reasonable. But suppose that the differential equation is very 
complex, a biharmcnic for example. Or suppose that the material to be 
used does not: fit the elasticlans1 assumptions, homogeneity, 5.-sotropy> 
temperature-ind.ependent properties. These are no idle speculations. 
Technology is continually pushing into, regions of higher and•lower
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temperature. Exotic anisotropic materials like graphites, composites, 
and honeycombs are becoming more, commonplace, everyday. "What does the 
engineer do?
Many approaches are open to him. He can "build * em and bust rem. " He 
can try to make his problem fit one of the elementary problems solved in 
the textbooks. He can resort to powerful mathematical techniques. Hie 
disadvantages of these alternatives are obvious — expense, danger, and 
complexity. Some other approach is needed, Specifically, the engineering 
community needs an approach to stress analysis which is flexible enough 
to handle the highly complex problems . of modern technology and open to 
every engineer who has had a basic course in: strength of materials. The 
method described on the following; pages is a possible answer.
The approach might be called "the many—variable method " because no 
attempt is made to reduce the number of dependent variables. The pro­
cedure is very simple. The governing equations: or the so-called "field 
equations" are written. Next, the definition of strain in terms of dis­
placement is used to guarantee compatibility. Finally, the equations are 
reduced to finite-difference form*.. and the resultiiig system of simultaneous 
linear equations is solved by standard techniques,. At present, it 
appears likely that the method will be applicable to any problem in 
stress analysis. The proof of this statement is beyond the scope of this 
report. Instead, a specific example will be given,. The: stresses and 
displacements in a flatjelastic, circular disk with a radial temperature 
gradient are calculated with the procedure described.above,
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The governing equations for this'problem, are :
dSITS + -— r — S = 0 (equilibrium) , r dr u
S VS.
e =s «£. + Q?T (de formation) (l)r j]
St  VSt e, = =- - — 1 + OTt E E
No compatibility equation has been written. If a problem is formu­
lated in terms of stress and displacement, compatibility is always 
assured; that is, compatibility is built Into; the problem by using dis­
placement.
.If u is the displacement in the r direction at r, then -
e = -Si - li331 u(r + Ar) — u(r) ^
r d.r Ar —+0 Ar
and
i : _  2ir(r . + Ar) — 2irr
e - u -t r i ■ 27TT
Employing thes& definitions,
dS
Sr + d-rr - St = 0 - ■<*>
. 3 VS.





T +• o r
(5)
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Thus the problem in its final form consists; of a system of three 
e quations and three unknowns. In a traditional analyst s the next step 
would be the elimination of two of the dependent variables. Instead,, the 
equations themselves will, be written in finite-difference form. The way 
in which this Is done can best be understood by .reference to the one-- 
dimensional grid shown in Fig. 1Z, Each heavy dot represents a particu­
lar location. The. horizontal arrows represent the:;unknown radial stress 
at the point. The inclined arrow represents tangential stress; the 
interval between the heavy dot and the little dot represents a displace­
ment. At the center of the disk no displacement is shown.. At the out­
side of the disk no radial stress Is shown. In. other words, there are 
more equations than unknowns. The: paradox: disappears under closer
Cbnsider the outside of the disk first.: Here the radial stress is
zero. Thus the deformation equations reduce to. '
§ “ - - V  + «r (6)
and
h. = J l..+ or .. (7 )
2? 3
These are similar, to the equations which would apply to a bar in uniaxial
tension, and In actuality the state of stress on the boundary is a state
of uniaxial stress. In, uniaxial tension 'the strain in one direction is 































Because Off is merely a constant, the tup equations are not independent.
dox at the outerboundary is resolved. One uses one deformation equation 
and the equilibrium equation. The difficulty at the inner "boundary dis­
appears using a similar analysis.
Inspection of the equilibrium equation suggests that will equal
are equal, then corresponding strains must be equal. Thus the two
appears safe to,, say that whenever the. method is applied*the excess-
dependent properties and heat flow in two directions, would be a valuable 
illustration.
Once, the behavior of the system at the boundaries is understood, the 
method is very easily applied. For example^.at:the fourth point the . 
equilibrium equation becomes
They are analogous to two parallel planes in a:/"three-space. '' The para
S at the center of the dish. If stresses:.in.perpendicular .directions:r
deformation equations reduce to one equation; at the center. Indeed, it
equations at any given boundary will'disappear. The application of this
principle to a complex system, such as a cantilever .beam with temperature
(x i  2 — X 9 ) +  (X 9 -  X 6 )




J A  + X9 -  X io  + I x12 = 0 .'(10.)
2  ^
The first deformation equation becomes
X3.4 - X u  Xlx - Xg
A r "** A r X9 v . . .
 ------  ~ --------- —  -  —  + -  X10 = (Off)*-. (11)
o -O ill
or
Xg X9 + 2 x + Xx^ _
2Ar E E "10 2Ar ""
At the exterior boundary backward differences; are used* Thus the 
equilibriumequation.at the boundary is.
(0 -  x 24)
Ar (SAr) -  X27 = 0 (13)
Ox OxS X j
-9 X ?4 -  Xr.7 = 0 . (14)
At the. center the deformation equation becomes
(XS -  0 ) X j v




Once one has grasped the method the first, question that arises is 
nHov good is it?!t Several sample problems were run.. The: first problem 
involved a linear temperature gradient. The cdrrelation.between the
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finite-difference analysis and the closed-form solution was excellent* 
Consequently, a parabolic distribution was also tried. The temperature 
distribution was assumed to be that shown in Fig. 13. The arrows show the 
ten points which were used in the analysis. The results of the finite- 
difference analysis are shown as data points in Fig. 14. The smooth 
curves are simply the closed-form solutions for the radial and tangential
stresses for the case where the outer radius is two inches:
Q3ET
S = — r-r- ( - 9r2 + 32r - 20) (17)t 4-8
Q2ETS = — S. ( - 3r2 + 16r - 20) (1 8 )43
The values of Q! and E were assumed to be two millionths and one million, 
respectively. Inspection of Fig. 3 shows excellent agreement beginning- 
at the second point out from the center. The results at the two interior: 
points are disappointing. Smaller increments would probably improve, the 
situation. A more extensive analysis, of the error did not appear justi­
fied. Furthermore, for many purposes the agreement is more than adequate. 
Ironically, the inclusion of displacement made the analysis straight­
forward but unsuitable for use In.plastic analysis.* Consequently, a dif­
ferent approach was sought.
This new approach would include or■involve strain in its formulation 
because most existing data on plastic behavior are formulated in terms of 
strain. Ideally, the new approach would be a special case of a plastic 





















































POINTS APE FROM FINITE DIFFERENCE ANALYSIS 
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Fig. 14, Stress, as a function of radius, many—-v&riahle method
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Reduction to. One Dependent Variable
The four governing equations formulated in terms of strain are
asr
S + -—  r — S, =  G (equilibrium) . r dr t * - ' ’
Sr vSte = GJT (deformation) *r E E
VSe. =  £ + c®t E E
de,t
e ■ — e,  r = Qr t dr




, de, , (21)dr r dr
1 du u _ — t ,ooV
r d r ^ 2  dr *
To get: the final form of the compatibility equation* one multiplies by r 
and applies the definitions again.
Before proceeding further* one must decide which variables to elimi­
nate. Because the radial stress is known at one.pointy the outside, it 
seems logical to eliminate all the other variables. Substituting the 








s, VS.Ji. — _ £  + arE . E r = 0 (23)
After substituting the equilibrium equation:
Vr dS jg 2
E dr





— 4—  —E E dr
VS2
E 0 (24)
Once the indicated operations have been performed, Poissonrs ratio drops 
out leaving: the final equation:
2 d2Sr? + 3r dr't
dS
dr
= — OEr dT
dr
Impj.icit in the above derivation is the assumption that E and a are not 
temperature-dependent. Suppose One relaxes this assumption. If (X is 
temperature-dependent, thefom of the equation. changes very little; the 
term on the right becomes
Er dr (26)
But suppose that E is temperature dependent. The differentiation included 
in the derivation, makes the problem extremely involved. In fact, the best , 




dr —  U-dr E
V r dS-- S -f - —  + OT
r ■■E. dr■■,. j
(27)
No attempt is made to analyze the temperature-dependent case in this 
chapter, although the . work presented in the previous chapter shows that 
it is practical to do so. Instead,, the balance of this chapter is spent
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in exploring finite-difference solutions to the basic temperature-indepen­
dent equation itself. This approach appears advisable as a preliminary for the 
plastic case. Furthermore, it is worth doing because none of the solu­
tions to problems of thermal stress in cylinders or disks is found by 
use of Eq. (l). Both Timoshenko (1956) and Boley and Weiner (1962) use 
a displacement approach. The reason is obvious. Equation (l) is a Cauchy 
equation whose solution is found by a substitution .designed, to eliminate 
the variable coefficients, 'whereas the traditional approach using dis­
placements is easily solved in a; few steps,. The solution presented by 
Timoshenko will again be used as a check on the finite-difference solu­
tions .
The basic finite-difference equation will. ;nov.'be -developed. for the 
ith point out from the center, counting the center, pbint. as number one.
The subscript "r" will be dropped from for the sake : of clarity and 
brevity. .Replacing the derivatives in Eq. (25l by finite differences . 
and r!s by {ir-l)Aiyone obtains:
[ (i—l)Ar]
S. - S.1+1 1
Ar










T. - T.. T. - T. _.i i+l i , i i— l ;
Ar Ar (28)
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After the terms are cancelled and gathered, the following simple equation 
is left:
(i - 5/2) - 2(1-1) -S1 + (1 + 1/2) Si+1 = - —  (Ti+1 - T ^ )  . (29)
The finite-difference equation for the first point in the net is found by 
dropping the first term of the differential equation. If r is small, then 
r2 must be negligible. The question,"How small is small?” arises immedi­
ately. The answer comes from experience. If/the. first-point in. the mesh 
is somewhere between five and ten percent of the way between the center . 
and the rim, - then r can be considered small.. The handling of the boundary
conditions at the outside Is less controversial.. •
The last point is taken to be one- mesh iinit from, the periphery. The
value of S.,., becomes zero and the rest of the equation remains the same. I'M
Thus the two finite-difference boundary aquations are
S2 -  Si = (t2 _ li) (30)
and
(n — 5/2)S . — 2(n — l)S = ? ( ? , , -  T, .) . (31)■ ' n— 1 n 2 ntl n—j.
T̂ +1 is, of course, the temperature at the outer boundary.
To show the accuracy and usefulness Of this (method,; three sample 
problems are considered; the first two are academic'. They serve only to 
show the correctness of the computer program and the amount of error to be 
expected under extreme conditions. The third deals with an actual problem: 
a thick-walled concrete pressure vessel.
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(l) Disk with a linear gradient 
The first problem-to be tried on the computer vas a graphite disk 
with a linear temperature gradient given by
T = -mr ,
and a modulus of one million and CTE of two millionths, A net of 20 
points was. used. The values of Ŝ , shown in Fig. 15, were calculated by 
the computer by substitution of the values. of: ST. into the equilibrium 
equation. Since S -is a linear function of rr humerical differentiation 
of Ŝ  does not introduce any noticeable: error except; near the center. 
Consequently, the linear temperature.variation- does not provide ant 
adequate indication of the errors that might arise in Ŝ .
The solid lines in Fig. 15 show the closed-form solutions:
s = _ ^ ( r _ b )  (33)r 3 '
ana
St = — 2—  (2r —  b) . (34)
The correlation is excellent, but no indication, of the reliability of the 
method can be made.. Thus another practice woblem was analyzed.
(2) Disk with a square temperature pulse 
To. give the procedure a challenge,, but at the:-same time to retain an 
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Fig. 15, Stress, under linear.' teMperature gradient; alternative method
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T = Tc 0 ̂  r < b/2
T = 0 b/2 < r ̂  b
The closed-form .solution for this problem is given; by..
S =  -  2 05ET 0 ̂  r < b/2t 8 c ' \
<®cT b2lS = x + iij b/ 2  < r ̂  bt ' » L ri x■ -■
S - 2 GET 0 ̂  r < b/2r 8 c - '
°®t-r -uni­
s’ = -- 2- 1  w  i-*- > b/ 2  4  r ^ br 8  1 r2 1
L 2
Fig. 16 shows the distribution of radial; stress ast a; function "of radius; 
for the closed*form.-solution, and for four; .cases- w&t&yyarying increment. 
size. Except for the very crudest breabdovn% the correlation is good. 
Fig. 17 shows the tangential stresses. For the two finest breakdowns-, the 
results are entirely satis -factory when the' severity,of the: 'discontinuity 
is taken into account- In other wordsy for more;, realistic temperature 
gradients one can expect good correlation., linallyy Fig. 18 is a plot of 
the maximum stresses as a function of element- size-, Hots of this kind 
are a good way of estimating the mximm; error- implicit in a finite- 
difference procedure. The difference between:the ;value of the dependent 
variable for a particular element size and its value'for zero element 
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^CLOSEO-FORM  SOLUTION
-CLO SSD-FORM SOLUT! ON
/8
Ar(Vn)
Fig, l£. Extrapolating to zero increment size
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(3 ) Concrete cylinder
To show the usefulness as well as the reliability of the finite-
difference procedure, a sample problem was run using the conditions to be
expected in an experimental thick-walled hollow concrete cylinder to be
built in the near future. This cylinder will be used in the research
effort behind the gas-cooled reactor to be built by the Public Service
Company of Colorado. This reactor will be the first large reactor in
the United States to have a prestressed concrete pressure vessel.
To apply the results of the previous analysisto a hollow cylinder
instead of a.disk,, certain changes are necessary. These are.the so-called
plane.*-stress- to plane-strain transformations where plane-strain is defined
by (e - 0). The derivation and application, of, these transformations are z
explained in detail in Appendix A.
Once the problem lias been changed to a plane-strain problem, the
boundary conditions - and the. value assigned to r mteisb be changed to
account for the hollowness of the cylinder. Thus r is no longer (l—l)Asr
but (r + lAr), where r is the radius of the inside surface of the a " a •
cylinder.. For the ith point the finitê differenee equation becomes
2Ar
This reduces to
* 12 (r + iAr) 1 ' a  ; I S."i+1 A r j 1
2
The interior boundary is handled by setting i = 1 at the first point
inside the boundary and letting S. be zero. The exterior boundary isx—■-L
at 0°F. The wall is 6 ft thick and has an interior'radius of 7.5 ft. 
For the preliminary analysis ? 23 interior points were.:: used.., implying 
that Ar is 3. in.
Table 1. The. transformed values are the ones--used as input to: the program. 
A linear temperature gradient wasdeemed a suitable test ..case for a hollow 
cylinder because the resulting stress distribution will be nonlinear.
Table 2 shows, a comparison between the finite-difference solution and the 
closed-forin solution.
For a hollow cylinder with a temper at lire gradient given by
handled as before; becomes zero for the last point
The first problem considered was a linear temperature distri­
bution ■where the inside wall was assumed to be at 600° F and the outside
The important constants and their transformed values are shown in
T = -mr , (39)
The radial and tangential stresses' are given by
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Table 1
True Value Transformed Value
Youngfs modulus 3 X 106 psi 3.07 X 106 psi
Pois son * s ratio 0.15 0.17
Coefficient of 6 X 10“ 6 °F~ 1 * ,6.9 X 10" 6 °F“ 1
thermal expansion
ECftnCJ — _ 1 /b3a2 — a3!', , _ j . . ... .
1H.ce
ir
r2 \ b2 — a2 t? Vb2— a2 i|/f
I
where a and h are the interior and exterior radii of the cylinder,
Inspection of the table reveals that thet tangential stresses at the 
exterior and interior, boundary are the only weak points. The use of for­
ward or backward differences in the equilibrium equation is probably the 
source of the trouble. For any practi.cal purposed the method appears to 
be sound.
The Second problem is based on actual temperature distributions 
which have been predicted for the vessel- 'after coiimaencement of heating. 
The; actual conditions .will be much lessseverethan those assumed in the 
previous analysis. The predicted, temperatures ' are shown in Fig. 19.,
i .
Because' of the larger temperature gradients associated with the commence­
ment of heating, the value of Ar was dropped from 3 in.. to 2.4- in. The' 
logarithmic temperature gradient for the steady:state was approximated'' 





























TABLE II. COMPARISON BETVJEETi. CLOSED-FORM 












90 0 0 0 .oa ooo. oa -6958.0 -6376.0
93 -212.4 -212.5 — 6216.0 -6244.0
96 -388.9 — 389.1 -5510.0 -5534.0
99 -533. 8 -534.1 -4836.0 -4857.0
1 0 2 —650.8 -651.1 ; -4190. 0 -4208.0
105 -742.9 -743.3 -2568.0 -3584.0
108 —813,0 -813.5 -2968.0 -298340
1 1 1 —863.4 -863.3 -2389.0 -2401.0
114- -896.1 -896.6 -1827. O' -1338,0
117 -912.9 -913,4. -1290. 0
1 2 0 -915.4 -915.9 -748.4 -757.1
123 -905.0 -905.4 : —229.4 -237.1
12.6 -832.9 -883.3 277.8 271.1
129 -850.1 -850.5 774.4 768.6
132 -806.5 -808.0 1261.0 1256.0
135 -756.3 -756.7 1739.0 1735.0
138 -696.9 -697.2 2 2IQ; 0 2205.0
141 -630.1 -630.4 2672.0 2669.0
144 -556.6 —556. 8  . 3X28.0 3125.0
147 -476.8 -477.0 3578.0 3576.0
150 -391.3 . -391.4 ■ ■4 4022.0 402010
153 -300.4 -300.6 ^60^0 4459,0
156 -204.7 -2 0 4 , 8 ■ 4894.0 4893,0
159 —104.4 -104.5 5323.0 5322.0
162 0 0 0 .0^ 0 0 0 .0a 5748.0




The results of the analysis are shown in Figs. 20 and 21. If they 
are not self-explanatory and convincing, the previous pages will have 
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Fig. 21. Tangential Stress in. concrete cylinder
CHAPTER V 
PLASTIC ANALYSIS
The best -way to approach the plasticity of; graphite is by comparison 
with simpler materials? such as.metals. To do this, a brief review of 
both the behavior of metals and the principles, of plasticity will be 
helpful.
Behavior of Metals
Any plasticity problem has three more unknowns .than the corresponding 
.problem in elasticity. These unknowns are. the plastic strains v in the 
three orthogonal directions, €z* • 'To'••solve, al :pla.sticity- problem,
one must have three more equations than in the corresponding elasticity 
problem. For a. metal these equations are well known.; they are based on 
a combination of observation and analysis and have,been verified by 
experiment.. These equations are S
1 . a universal stress-strain law,
2a. the constant volume condition,
3. the von Mises. condition.
The "universal stress-strain law" relates some function of the princi­
pal stresses to some function Of the principal plastic strains. To be use­
ful,, -this law must allow the problem solver to use data obtained in a
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uniaxial test in the analysis of imiltiaxial behavior. A simple example 
will make this idea clear. If plastic; •flow;:£&•-governed hy the maxiimlii 
shear stress, and if the state of strain hardening is governed by the 
numerically largest principal plastic strain, then the universal stress- 
strain law would he
Si - S3 - f (C^) . (1)
The left-hand side is directly related to the maximum shear stress 
by reference:-to Mohr’s circle. The. discovery thattplastic flow is 
closely related to the maximum shear stress has been attributed 
to. Treses. Consequently, the leftr&aiid id: freqtjently
called the Treses yield criterion, particularly by the more scholarly 
workers in the field of plasticity*v For: metals, the "shear-stress law" 
or Tresca criterion is in good agreement withlexperimeht.
Another example of a yield criterion is the •'maximum energy of dis­
tortion.," This: theory suggests that '‘-is associated with the
amount of distortional energy in a body.:! A^>lyingithis: criterion results 
in the following stress-strain relation^
0.707 VfSi - 4 ) 2 + (Sz - S3 ) 2 *.iSin:S3 ):2;:- £(emv.). (2 )
The relationship between the energy of dlstortion.-and. the left-hand side 
of Eq. (2.) is. explained with considerable clarity-.in Timoshenko (1956). 
Calculations based on Eq. (2) are -.in agreement with
experiment than those based on Eq. (l). 1.1 ?
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As mentioned earlier̂  the problem solver must be able to predict the 
behavior of* a material in multiaxial conditions from the behavior of a 
specimen in a uniaxial test. The uniaxial test, will be used as a special 
case which allows the analyst to find the. constants in the function of 
strain. For materials which, do not exhibit; strain hardening--mild, steel, 
for exampie--the stress-strain curve is a "flat-top" and the appropriate 
function of strain to be used in Eq. (l) or Eq. (2) is simply a constant. 
Therefore no flow will occur until the yieldicriterion is; as. big 
as the constant and that once the yield point, Msibeen reached, flow 
will continue as long as stress is held constant- ;
Although there is an. overwhelming; tonnage: of material produced which 
exhibits flat-top M behavior there are actmlly far; more materials which 
do undergo strain hardening . Example s are. copper, • brass, aluminum,
etc. With these materials, changes in. the i^erostructures occur continually- 
on loading. These changes make the material stifferc or harder; it is never 
possible to flhd ;a, state of stress at which plastic flow will continue' ; 'I . / A . . 1
indefinitely at constant stress. Thus the function of e used in Eq - (l)
and (2 ) must reflect . this strain hardening.
For metals- the / degree: of strain hardening is proportional to the maxi­
mum numerical principal plastic, strain.. hardening,
which, occurs.; at;a,Lgiveh level of strain in a, uniaxial test .will 
be the same as that, in a triaxial situation when the, numerically largest 
principal plastic strain is at the same level. In other words, the inter­
mediate and smallest principal strains play no role in strain hardening.
For metals this appears to be a good assumption.. The only problem
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remaining is to find numbers to put into the function of stress and 
plastic strain. This is primarily a matter of taste. Avery convenient 
approach is to plot the stress and plastic strain data from a uniaxial 
test on "log-log" paper. If the result is a straight■line,thestress- 
plastic-strain relationship is.: simply a power law. Formany metals this 
procedure gives excellent results. Thus, Eq. (l) would take the form
Si —  S3 = B I €M ■ max
n
(3)
A similar procedure is used later to obtain a modification of Eq:. (3 )
lor graph re e.
The second of the three additional equations, needed in a plastic 
analysis is the so-called "constant-volume condition." This term 
simply means that the sum of the plastic strainscis always .zero. The 
reason for the name can be- seen in the. following derivation where - S y w, 
and: d refer to length, width, and: depth,; respectively* The numerical 
subscripts refer to ’'before” and "after. ” V iis,: of, course, volume.
w.2 — wf dp — df
6 + £ + e .  + 1 --- 1 + (4 )t w d wi dj_
2 — + (w'2 —■ + (dg — dx)^xdi
— -- —  (5)
AY
~ vr. (6)
For metals, the constant volume condition is; in excellent agreement with 
experiment. For graphite, It is not. The implications of this sad fact 
are examined later.
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The third and final additional relationship used in "classical 
plasticity" is the von MLses condition. This principle relates the inter­
mediate principal plastic strain to the state of stress. Specifically,, 
the intermediate principal plastic strain lies in the same relative 
position between the largest and. smallest principal plastic strains as 
does the intermediate principal stress between: the largest and smallest 
principal stresses. Under the most general, formulation the phrase "strain 
increments " should be substituted for. statement of the law ;
given above./
The idea is expressed graphically in: Fig.,; 22 and;'algebraically.,in 
Eq. (7).
S 1 ~ $ 2 ei, x-----------     t: (7)Si —  S3; Si “  €3
Inspection of Fig. , 22 suggests/, that there, is ' a: relationship between ■ 
the constant-volume condition and the von. MLses/ condition. Although the 
relative location of the intermediate-plastic, strain;,(is-determined by the 
location of the intermediate stress, the: location of all three plastic, 
strains considered as a unit is deteimnned by; thef constant-'volume con­
dition.
Suppose that experiments show the constant-volume condition to be 
false. Could the von MLses condition be preserved?,,-;;.The- answer is "les> 
by a translation of the plastic strains as a, unit. " Unfortunately, a 
distortion- of the relationship between the principal plastic strains 
seems far more likely because a plastic volume change is often associated 
with the filling of voids in response to, the largest compressive, stress.
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Fig. 22. The von Mises condition
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Briefly* the laws of "classical plasticity" axe not applicable to 
graphite; hence/ a more powerful approach is needed. The formal theory 
of plasticity,, well presented by Merkle (1 9 6 7 ), points the way. The fol­
lowing discussion leans heavily on this work.
Formal Theory of. Plasticity
The formal theory of plasticity is based on the flow rule, a set of 
simultaneous equations which relate increments of plastic strain to a 
function of the strains and stresses. This set; of equations, derived 
from energy considerations, is
SfCs^ a,, S3 }-. 
d£i = g(%, %) ------ ~  ■
aKSi, sP, sa)
ae2 = g(cr , eg, e3) '■ " v. • V:■■« (8)
3F(SX, S3) 
ds3 = g (e r , e2 , e3 ) ——
The function F is the yield criterion mestipned; earlier in the 
chapter. Suppose that F is simply the .maximum shear-stress criterion,: ; 
(Sî — S3 ). Then
= S ,
des = 0 , (9 )
de3 = -g .
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The. implications---of Eq. (9) are clear —  constant ‘volume condition and 
zero intermediate plastic strain. Does this mean that the von Mises con­
dition is incorrect? No. Although not implied by the flow rule, the 
von Mises condition is still an experimental fact. The intermediate 
stresses and strains have a passive role when the maximum shear-stress 
criterion is used in an analysis. Consider the: plastic deformation of a 
thin-walled tube under internal pressure, and: a small;:-end load. According 
to; the flow , rule and the shear~str.es s lawy'the tube will grow in diameter 
at the expense of wall thickness as long; as the end/load does not make the 
axial stress the. largest principal stress, [see. fig* 1 (a) and (b)].
A more fruitful analysis is to use the maximum energy of distortion 
criterion in Eq. (&). Let
? = 0 .707 \JJsi -  S2)2 + (S i: -  S3 )2 + (Sx -  S3)2 . (10)
Then,
SF _ (2Si -  S2 -  S3 )(0 -707)
5Si F
A similar equation exists for the other partial derivatives. Thus., Eq.
(5) becomes
d€i = 0. 707 g (2Sj — S2 -  S3) /y  ,
de2 = 0.707 g (2S2 ~ Sx - S3)/K , (12)
de3 = 0-707 g(2S3 - S3. - S2)/F .
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If the equations are added together the; result is zero; constant- 
vblume condition applies. If the difierence between: the-first and 
second equation is divided by the difference between the first and third, 
a familiar- form of the von Mises condition appears,,
d€i — d£ 2 Si — S2 
de 2 —• de ̂ —- S3
Ihe inoral to 'the story is that a different iypeof yield function 
which iiiplies both a plastic volume; change and one other relationship, 
must be selected for graphite.; Such a yield; function;, is, the Mohr-Coulomb : 
yield function.
The f̂ohr-goujomb Yield Function
The Ifohrr'Soulomb yield function is discussedfiĥ sbine detail 'by Merhle 
(1967). Cto. page 55 of this excellent, little hobh the author states :
The principal reasons', for discussing;the-; Mbhr-Gbulbmb yield 
function.are that (l) the Mohr-Coulomb -yield;1-func tion is the only 
common example of a yield function that;leads to a plastic volume 
change and; (2 ) the equations for the Mir-Coulomb yield function 
reveal. thef basic fact that slip is two dimensional..
Further on, Merkle almost apologizes for presenting the Mohr - Coulomb 
theory and leaves the-reader-with the, feeling:; that tihe; theory* s principal 
value is as an illustration rather than as a .wording'tool. Consequently, 
the author of this dissertation was very surprised by the agreement be­
tween eicperi^ntand the. predictions of the theory, when the Mohr-Coulomb 
theory was quantitative ly applied . t o ■ graphitet Before pre seating, 
this interesting development, the implications of the Mohr-Coiilqmb theory 
must be, stated.
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To begin-with,, the yield function is most simply formulated as a 
modification of the Tresca function-. Thus.
mSa. - S3 « F : (14)
is the new yield function. The constant m will determine the amount of 
plastic dilatation and the way in which the plastic 'strains/"/are ■'distri­
buted. If this function is substituted into Eq. (8 ),. one arrives at
d€i = mg >
Ac2 = 0 , (15)
<16 3 -S ,
for the, case where Si > S2 > S3, tllearly the sina ofithese tersis; is not 
zero. Because .the- function1 g: appears to be identical.with the negative of -; 
the algebraically smallest strain,.-, the plastic volme. change will be
dei + do 2 + de 3 ~ — (m — l) des , (16)
By performing some test in which Si, > S2 £>3, :ong£? could, "in principle, " 
find a value of m. Unfortunately, few tests -meet îiS. criterion. Usually ‘ 
two stresses are equal and zero while the third- is large; in other words,-, 
they are uniaxial tests.. y Thus it is very important to decide what the 
Molir-CotO-omb funetion. says about the. Case where. Si; - S2 > 8 3 . The easiest
way to approach this problem, is to insist that- there be continuity of 
plastic volume change at the point ŵ here the inteircdiate principal stress. 
changes direction. Suppose
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51 = S ,
x
52 = S = 0 .9 9 9 S >
4 y x 7
53 = S = -10S .J z x
Under these circumstances Eq. (16) says that
dei + de2 = -mde3 .
But Eq. (15) says that de2 will be zero. Next, suppose that
Si = s , 
y
S2 = s =X
S3 = S = z x
' Equation (17) will still apply, but dOi will;.now, be■■■in the y direction
and de2 will be zero and in the x direction.̂  If Eq. , (17) applies oh either
side of the point at which S •= S , no matter how-close S is to S . then .x T  x y ■ ■
it seems reasonable to assume that;. Eq.,. (17) applies when Ŝ  = S i In 
other words, Eq. (17) will be, valid even, when de2 Is- hot. zero. A more 
mathematical justification for using Eq.. (17)1 i#. ggsett: -by Merkle (1967).
It is comforting to hnow that two approaches lead, to the same conclusion. 
What is even more Important is that, the implications of Eq. (17) are in; 
agreement with experiment..
Specifically, Eq. (17) says that* the sum of the two largest strains 
will be a linear function of the smallest* A corollary of Eq. (17) is 
Eq. (16).
= —  -(m - 1 ) c3 (18 )
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Before going on to look at the data reduction, it should be noted that 
an extension of the e n e r g y -  of- distortion criterion would probably be 
preferable to the ;Mohr-Coulomb function. Dhfortunat ely} the mathematics 
involved are very complicated.
Data Reduction
The first step in the procedure involvea finding the plastic dllata-. 
tion as a function of maximum compressive strain in a uniaxial compression 
test. ' Next, the variables were plotted* Finailyy the slope of the re­
sulting graph was used in Eq, (IS) to findm, the .Mobr-Coulomb constant.
Two sets of data are needed to do: this analysis : axial, stress-strain 
curves and axial, stress-lateralr strain-..curves.- An alternative to the 
second set. is, of. course, a. strain ratio versus strain curve.- Unfortu­
nately, data of this, kind are- seldom ■ reported. It Is safe to add. that 
very little is usually done with this kind of' information even when it is 
reported.
The actual calculations are shown . ■ , ..IXthe symbols and 
their meaning are shown in- Table • I. The data in Columns with a super­
script "a" are from Greens'treeVet-al. (1965).
The reason for the large numberof columns in ,Table II is that AGQf 
is,a strongly anisotropic extruded- graphite.. This type of graphite has 
a .plane of isotropy perpendicular to the extrtision direction. Therefore 
the grain runs, in the extrusion direction . The" AGOT:'disks used- in 
the thermal rupture program were formed by emitting, slices from a circular 
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bar -- analogous to. a slice of salami, Since, the maximum compressive 
stress in the thermal-rupture specime}-.s is in the radial or cross-grain 
direction̂  the. block of graphite analyzed in Table II has the maximum 
compressive stress in the cross-grain direction,; During; loading of this 
block, two kinds of lateral strain were observed -- one, in the with-graln 
direction and the other in the cross-grain direction,; The double sub­
script used for the strain ratios in the tables is a'reflection of this 
difficulty.
The best way to keep the subscripts.vstraî jt-'lstwith' a mnemonic 
such as "stress;--strain.,;.n meaning that the first subscript refers to the
direction of the load and: the second to the direction of the. strain.
it «i ti t*No attempt has, been made to use subscripts like; w or a to show 
the "with1* or ’'across" direction. Instead̂  the subscripts refer to 
principal directions. The reader can probably; remember more easily that 
the ”3 " direction is across the grain and the: n2 n direction is with the 
grain than, he can sort, through a. mass' of subscript s.; C Furthermore:, it is very 
convenient to be, able to relate the information, in the table directly to 
Eq. (18)y easily accomplished by plotting (AF/v) , the; last column of 
Table II.*. as a '.fimctim - of €3 . From Eq, (1,8) the: slope of the line 
formed must be equal to — (m — l). (See Fig. 23. ) Thus for AG-OT the 
Mohr-Coulomb constant is equal to 0,1-4.
At this point it would be pleasant to report that the lesson implicit 
in Table II. was quickly learned : the value of m is closely related to the

























































1 1/2 percent or less. Unfortunately, -this rather.obvious connection was over­
looked while the data for RVU and .ATJwere • examned. Laborious plots . of 
plastic dilatation as a function of £ 3  were made. The result was always 
the same: beautiful straight lines. In fact, , the results-were too good.
Finally, a few algebraic manipulations- showed the: reason. Constant ratios 
of total strain imply a linear relationship between the plastic dilatation 
and the numerically, largest principal plastic strain*
For purposes of the following derivation the load is assumed to be 
tension. . Suppose that the equation of state; for graphite is a power law.
(This will be shown to be reasonable later. );/ Then .1
Si = Bei
or (19)
€ i  ■«' k s j  .  v
Therefore





icf + - I —ii2 w ~:] =-Mi2kSiq . (2 2 )
1e3 - ... (2 3 )
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Finally,
^— • kSi ~j.i12koi -M.i3kSi * (24)
. ,, <1 If Eg.. (24; is plotted as a function of kS-L,the result is a line with a
slope equal, to- one minus the sum of the strain ratios .. Thus it should; have.
been no surprise to find that the curves of plastic dilatation as a
function of numerically largest principal stress give straight lines for
RVDand ATI graphites. Although the data from SBX (l964) and SHI (1966)
are not a b s o l u t e l y  .complete, one can infer that the strain ratios are
constant within the range of the experimental error. ■
Returning to Eg.* : (18)̂  the relationship between m and the .■■■.strain
ratios must, be
~(m —  l) = 1 —  (m-12 + Mas) • (25;
Therefore
m . —  P-X2 t hi 3 . (26)
With Eq_.. (2 6 ) and data in SRI (1964) and (I.9 6 6) along with previous 
calculatiohsy :Table III Is quickly constructed;tci show the range of be­
havior to be expected. Since RVI) and ^J are iioIded. graph3.tes_, the "w" 
and "a" subscripts previously referred to are used.. (.Again the "stress- 
. strain mnemonic applies.)
If AGOT resembles .a sausage, then RVD and .ATI resemble apple pie. . In 
other ''wordSj the 'with-the-grain'' direction is thev plane of isotropy,
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because the long axes of the filler particles take on-a random orien­
tation in‘the plane perpendicular to the molding force. At this 
pointy molded graphites appear to have many advantages over the extruded 
graphites. This advantage is net reflected in Table III nor in the other 
plastic properties discussed below.
TABLE III*. MOHR-COULOMB CONSTANTS
Graphite Temperature Approximate Strain Ratios m
AG-OT Room P = aa 0.095; p = 0.05 aw 0.14
ATI Room P , = ww 0.06; p = 0.18 0.24
ATI 2 8 0 0 ° F P = ww 0 .1 0 ; P ~ 0.14 wa- 0 . 24
ATJ 3500°F p -ww 0 .1 8 ; p = 0.24 wa 0.44
R¥D Room p =ww 0.09; P - 0.18 wa : 0.27
BVL 3500°F ii -.1 0 ;: (i » 0.19 wa. 0. 29
RVL 5000°F f w 0.17; p , = 0.3 wa 0.47
Earlier in this part of the chapter a power law was used to relate 
plastic strain to stress. The justifieatldn:;vfor'';this.. is found in Figs.
2.4. 25} and 26.. These, plots were based on data found in Greenstreet, et al. 
(1965)/ SRI. (1964), and SRI (1966). Table I¥ shows what the equations 
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TABLE IV. TYPICAL STRESS-PLASTIC- STRAIH EQUATIONS, COMPRESSION
Graphite Temperature Orientation Equation
, AGOT Room Ac ross-grain S,.= -27,4-OO/e/0- 42
RVD 1000°F With-grain ■. S = -37,400/c/°. 28
ATI Room Witjh-grain : ; S = —34,000/V/c‘ 30
Formulation of. Problem ;
In the previous sections 'of this . chapter the Mohr -Coulomb 
yield fiuictiah was. discussed in detail.. In the preceding chapter a 
strain-oriented approach to thermal loading was presentee].. The/': 
pieces, will now be put together';̂:ihvt;̂ : brm}:of h nonlinear
differential equation.
The elastic solution suggested; that-, there would be large 
compressive, stresses near, the ■ center; of thevdisk and a combination; 
of small tensile and small, eompipssive ■ stresses near, the outside. 
Since graphite fails in tens ion, he fore it undergoes any substantial 
plastic deformations the decision wast^de? ter emphasize the- plastic 
deformation in the regi on: of, high •.cmpressfte- stress. Tensile 
plastic strain was suppressed, by- assuming;;the tangential stress 
to be the intermediate principal stress everywhere, except near 
the very center where; balanced biaxial compression was expected.
(The Mbhr-Goii3,omb'.yieJ-d.function, implies that the intermediate 
plastic strain will be zero:. / ihe idea, is made clear by Fig. 27
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The left-hand side of the figure shows the stresses in their true order.
The right-hand side shows them in their assumed order. Note that the dif­
ference between the two diagrams occurs in the: region of relatively low: 
stress. Furthermore, the decrease in stress: due to plastic flow will not 
be eliminated in ■ this region, but it will bewsomewhat too small. This fact 
can be seen by comparing the actual driving force with that assumed. The 
Mohr-Coulomb yield function states that' the driving; force is
mSi — S3 ,
Thus at the outside of the disk , the driving ,fdree should be
T r
Instead it:has; been assumed to be : x
inS - S . a r
•At first glance one is; tempted to,say: that large errors are involved. 
The point:-is that a large error in a small: effect may be acceptable.
Suppose, for example, that
= 1500 psi :,.
m = 0.15* y
S = -300 . r
Then the-error: in the driving force is
[0.15 (1500) - (—300) ] - {-300l .or. 225 psi.,
This error is. indeed, small when compared with the. site of the driving force 
expected near the center of the disk* Finallyy. it should be pointed out 
that this assmrrption could be relaxed' by. /a,;- technique similar to the . one .
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used for the central region. This technique is described below. At 
: this point it seems appropriate to accept the assumption and to go on 
with the formal derivation..
The first question to settle is the number; of unknowns. Because the 
axial stress is zero, and the Mohr ̂Coulomb •function imhes the tangential 
plastic strain zero, there are only seven unknowns:
S , S. . e , e, , e , e , et ’ r ’ t ’ o.’ a
Two of these are highly passive. The axial, plastic strain is simply a 
multiple of the radial plastic strain.: • .'The-1 .axî l elastic strain depends 
only on the radial and tangential stresses. None of the remaining.un­
knowns depends on either of the axial strains, . Thus the original seven, 
are reduced to five interacting unknowns: •; ; -
S , S, , e , e,, e •r7 t r t r
Thus, five equations, are needed:
Sr - St + r ~ 0,̂ equilibrium) ,
d>*
i r - 0 (compatibility) ,
(27)
e = —C — - ~  + or (aefoî natioa) ,r h  ih
S VS,r t
-S.r B(—e )̂  (yield criterion and strain hardening)r
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For. AGOT, the V  appropriate ; for Eq> (27) is V , while the V for RVUas
and ATJ is v^. Similarly, .the appropriate E*s are the across- and with-
grain values, respent ively.
The similarity to the set of equations used in the strain-oriented
derivation of the last chapter , is apparent. The- compatibility equation,
however, now contains total strain instead of just elastic strain. The
only really new; equation is the last one. It would■.'be1 more ■familiar' if
it had an mSi term in it. But mSi is roS and S is zero.a a
The, next step is to note that the compatibility' equation can he 
simplified since is zero. The compatibility equation "becomes -
ie.|_
e + e — e, — -—  r = 0 . r  r t dr UoJ
By consecutive ■ substitution, of the- defors&tion>; yield, and equili- 
librium equations info Eq., (28), the final: result is obtained.
,  d2S„ ., dS , r2  £ + 3r — E. + e
Ldr* dr
S  ̂Vn-.r • ■ 7 Er (29)dr
Again, there is a marked similarity to the equation, derived in the 
previous chapter. . Indeed, Eq. (29) says that the radial stress at any 
point will., bo smaller than that calculated ;lnvsn, elastic analysis .by an 
amount proportional to a stress large enough, to cause an .elastic strain 
of the same size, as the plastic strain associated with the level of 
stress.
An additional;point to he made about Eq. (29;) is. that it is not 
valid for the region of balanced biaxial ccnipression at the center of the
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disk. Thus it was- necessary to find a -way of determining the size of 
this region. An iterative procedure "based on operations with the equilib­
rium equation was developed. It worked in the following way.
dSv, •The value of the derivative. — was set equal to zero at r = 0.dr
Next, values of and were calculated. If Ŝ. came out larger (more 
negative), then the derivative, was set. equal to zero for r = 0 and r = hr. 
If Ŝ. again came out larger, the procedure was repeated, When a value of 
r, say 3Ar, was reached at which S, was equal to. or less negative than. S"G 17
everywhere in the disk, then this value of r was used as the boundary of 
the biaxial region. This procedure insured the following:
ft finite and negative for all r inside the boundary" 
dSr
-—  = 0 for at least r = 0, (30)dr 1
dSr-—  is continuous for all r. dr
A check on the vaj.idity of the procedure, is presented later, 
along with the checks on the numerical analysis itself.
The Numerical Method r
The numerical, method used-in the plastic; analysis is similar to that 
used at the end of the last chapter. The basic differential equation is 
first written in finite-difference form, .vTbey result- is a set of non­
linear, algebraic equations which were solved, by a marriage, of two 
standard techniques, the Newton-Raphson method for finding the root, of
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an equation and the Gauss-Seidel method for soliplng large sets of simul­
taneous linear, algebraic equations. Because the simultaneous application 
of these two techniques is one of the unusual features of this disserta­
tion, the procedure is discussed, in detail. : As a starting point, 
the two standard algorithms mentioned above will he given a brief review..
The Newton-Raphson method is an iterative method for solving, 
equations of the .form - f (x) - 0. The procedure is simple. For any 
approximate value of the root, say X̂ > there exists- a..value of f (.X), ■ 
f (X ), .-and a value of the derivative, . Given the above informa­
tion, it is easy to find the intersection of the tangent drawn at
[X , f (X )J with the. x-axis.. This intersect ion be comes the new approxi- n n “ .
mat ion of the root, X ■■.,. The algorithm-canobe. stated algebraically.n+r J
f (X .)
X ^  = X -  --77— T (31)n+1 n f/ (X ) v n
and. is: illustrated in Fig. 2Ga.-If theifunetlon,, f;(x)>: is badly behaved 
or if it has many roots, trouble will ensue... The; requirements of the 
Rewt on- Raphs on method, however, are no-less stringent than those of many 
numerical procedures.
The Gauss-Seidel' method for solving large sets of . .linear, algebraic 
equations requires that the diagonal, terms .dominate.'the. matrix of the 
coefficients■*. This requirement is explained. in* detail by McCracken and 
Dorn (I9 6 I) • A brief, description of the ̂ procedure follows:
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ORNL-DWG 6 8  -  4 5 9 3
TANGENT LINE
tw) N E W O N -R A P H S G N  METHOD
y
id ) GAUSS -S E ID E L  METHOD
Fig, 28, Bewton-Kaphson and Gauss-Seidel Methods
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The Gauss-Seidel method., begins, as. do most numerical procedures, 
with a "first approximation. " Usually all the unknowns are set equal to 
zero. Next, a new value of the first unknown is calculated on the basis 
of the current value of all the other unknowns. If the first equation of 
the set is
ax + by -17t,
then the second approximation of x is simply
X2 = (17 - byi)/a ,
Once the new value of x has been. deteriidned?..:''̂t;vist' .substituted into, the 
second equation: which is then solved to find a, second approximation for 
the second unknown. For example,' if the: secdndleddsttion i.s
ex' + dy == 23 ,.
then
J2 “ (23—  cx2)/d ,. .
A graphical interpretation based on NhCrackenî adi1k>rn. (1964-) is shown 
in Fig. 2Sb.t
The marriage of these two procedures to find .a solution to Eq. (29) 
will now be presented. The first step is; to. write Eq. (29) in finite- 
difference form. The: subscript "r1 will again be dropped. After per­
forming. the; necessary algebra the following- nonlinear, algebraic equation 
emerges:
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(i - 5/2) q_j_— 2 (i—1 S± + + (i + l/2) S^- =
-E (ai+ iTi+ i - • (32)
Equation (32) is applicable for 1 <1 <-K, where the last point
in the mesh. For this point the1 equation is
(S -  5/2)8^ - 20:- 1)SK + EC-Sjj/B)1/11 = ,
~ ~ W m I 2 • (33)
The interior boundary equation depends on the sizeof the.- biaxial region. 
For the smallest region,
%  = 3*.r’ (34)
For a larger region,
Si — Sf : S31 ■
The reader is reminded that the subscripts now refer to mesh points, not 
principal/stresses..
As': is usually the case,, the first/step of a; numerical analysis is to
select a first approximation. In, this case a good : first approximation
\ . ' : ■
is the elastic solution. Jfext, each member of the set of equations: 
implied by Eqs. (32), (33) , and (34) is sol'v'ed to ;find a second approxi­
mation. As in the; Gauss-Seidel method,-the latest ralue of any given 
variable is always used.. Each run through the whole set of equations 
is called a "major cycle," end each iteratiojn to solve.;a particular 
equation is called a "minor cycle." The. manner..in which the. non­
linear algebraic equations, are solved in the .minor cycles represents the
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heart of the method. It Is at this point that the Newton-Raphson pro­
cedure is used. A function of is now defined.
F(Si) = (i + 0.5)Si+1 + (1 - 2.5)Sj_j - 2(1 -1.)%
+ E - ’ ) - R± (35)
The little q is simply; the reciprocal of the • strsih-*-hardening exponent,
n, and R is simply the ■right-hand- side of' Eq. (32). It Is, in effect, the
/■nonhomogeneous term.- Rext> the derivative P (S.) is found.
(SL ) = -2(i - 1) - Eq(— /B) /s(I — 1) (36)
Finally, Eqs.„: (35) and: (36) are s u b s t i t u t e d (31) , the Newton-
Sf _ ~.2(i-l>S;P j * (I—2. 5)St - #EM:7l)^(i4) B.l 1+1 - 1 7 1— 1 . 1 1 ‘ 1 ]
j s(,1
(37)
The superscript  ̂implies that the latest mlus of the particular
variable is. being used,.,whereas, a superscript, in parentheses implies an
iteration, number.,: Thus the value of S. « comes from, the .solution of ther—1.
previous equation (in the; current major .cycle), but the value of 
comes from, the previous,major'cycle.,. The value oftS  ̂comes from the 
previous,or j in minor cycle.
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f ' i+ l )In the event that S.: was found to he positive, the positive
number was replaced by a small, arbitrary, negative number. The reason 
for this strange procedure is that the form of the power law used to 
relate radial stress and plastic strain requires that ) be a positive 
number.
The process was repeated until the values of did not change .from 
one major cycle to the next. A number of interesting features of the 
method were learned by experience ; some of these features are probably 
not very surprising to the initiate.
The first point Is that the number of major cycles necessary to get 
convergence is almost independent of the number of minor cycles used on 
each equation. To minimize expense, the- number, of minor cycles was often 
set at one or two... The second point is that the' computer time needed is 
some exponential function of the size of the mesh. At 5 p per sec., a 
run with, a 40-po.int mesh took 1000 sec and cost $50, whereas a 10-point 
mesh ran in' 20 sec for $1.*
The reason for this difference in cost is almost entirely due to the 
number of major cycles needed to get convergence. For the small mesh, 20 
major cycles would be more than enough; for the: large mesh, 200 would 
be too few. .Fortunately* • experience showed, that a mesh of 20 points would 
give adequate answers at a reasonable cost, say.60 see for $3. Accident 
rather than experience showed one way of cutting down on the number of 
major cycles.
On the first few attempts to get answers from; the procedure described 
above, a 20-point mesh was used. The first approximation' was taken
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to "be —■10 psi for all. mesh points. '.After 20 cycles, was still becom­
ing more negative at a fast rate. The problem was fed hack to the com­
puter, and 40 cycles were called for. Again S4 continued to grow. 
Finally, after an 80-cycle run had failed to produce convergence, the 
conclusion was drawn that the whole procedure was. useless. If every 
cycle resulted in a larger compressive stress, the method must surely be 
unstable. As one last test, a different first approximation was used, 
one in which the value Of was known to be bigger than the values which 
were expected from, the analysis. In other words,,- the elastic solution 
was used as a, first approximation. The .result; was a real surprise* At 
first,, the stress dropped sharply and continued to decrease rapidly.
After about. 40 cycles the change was only several psl per cycle* By 72 
cycles the rate of change was down to about a tenth of a psi per eight 
cycles/ Quickly, the original first approxination>\:--4L0' psi, was put 
back in the machine and the problem repeated; but this; time 160 cycles 
were called for. By 144 cycles it was clear that the same answers were 
going to appear as had appeared when the higher first approximation was 
used. This exciting development net only showed how to improve the rate 
of convergence, but was a hint that the whole, procedure was valid. The 




Once the procedure described in the previous section had been turned, 
into a functioning computer program.; a sustained effort was made to get 
answers to questions like r 'fHow do you know'you*re right?” and "How good 
are your results?” In fact; the thoroughness with which these questions 
were explored is one of the. unique . features of this study.. The need for 
this thoroughness is obviouŝ  but what made it possible, is not.
When an engineer who does not., understand- computer programming formu­
lates a. problem and turns it over to a professional programmer, a communi­
cation gap is Created. The engineer usually, does not: know hew easy ..it' is 
.tc get valuable peripheral informat'ion from the. eca3̂ puter» The. programmer r \ 
on the other hand; often does not understand the physical problem and is 
unable to know how to make physically oriented checks.. (Examples are 
given below. } It Is hard to overestimate the time and money wasted, because 
of this communication gap. Whenever possible' the man who formulates• the. 
problem should do the computer programming. The author of this disserta­
tion was: .fortunate' in having a "Multi-Access Computing*1 facility readily 
available. Ihrthemore; the BASIC language used with this system is 
very convenient. This; language is almost devoid of arbitrary restrictions 
and is so simple that it can be mastered in several hours. In short; the 
absence , of a communication, gap and the very ;low turn-around time made it. 






(l) Computer Oriented 
The computer-oriented check answers the questions, "is the computer 
program consistent' in itself? and tfDid the program actually do what was 
expected?fr To answer these questions the computer was told to take the 
value Of calculated at the end of the last major; cycle and- substitute 
in the original differential equation, Eq. (29). In other words, the 
complementary equation, C(r), was compared with the nOnhomogeneous term, 
q(r). Table V shows a comparison between C(r) and q(r) after 50 major 
cycles for the case where N is 10. Note the perfect agreement. Table VI 
shows the same' problem when N is 20 and 120 iterations are used. The 
small discrepancy Is not a result of the numerical differentiation but of 
the fact that convergence is still some 20 cycles off. Actually, at this 
point, the maximum radial stress was changing at about 0.5 psi per 10, 
cycles. Furthermore, the final values of S. will differ from, the values7 1
shown only in the fourth significant figure. The -Important-point- is that 
the comparison is independent of the error implicit in a.numerical differen­
tiation. This independence.occurs because derivatives were approximated by 
differences to get a solution, and, at the end, derivatives were again 
approximated by differences in the check. In short, a good correlation 
between C(r) and. q(r) was a guarantee that, the set of nonlinear 
algebraic equations had been solved. This: means that, a passing, of the
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TABLE V. COMPLIMENTARY EQUATION VS NONHDMOGENEOUS 
TERM N = 10, 50 ITERATIONS .
Point C(r) q(r)









10 Not calculated; Not ■ calculated
test represents a necessary,,, but' "by no means stiTfieient condition to 
guarantee that the column vector, S., represents a good approximation 
of the true solution to Eq. (29). To do this a different type of 
check is needed.
(2) Mathematically Oriented 
Two types of mathematically oriented checks were reads. One was 
based on a comparison between the finite-element, solution described in 
Chapter III arid a limiting case of the. plastic analysis. The second 
type of mathematical check was a study of the role of Increment size.
TABLE VI. COMPLEMENTARY EQUATION VS N0NHQM0GENE0U3 
TERM N = 20, 120 ITERATIONS
Point -S.1 C(r) l(r)
1 3730 Not applicable Not applicable
2 3730 Not applicable Not applicable
3 3730 11694.4a 11694.0a
4 3301 12815. 6 12814. 5
5 2690 9210.0 9208.0
6 2175 6296,0 6292.0
7 1778 5054. 0 5044.0
8 1461 3661.0 3654.0
9 1210 2869.0 2860.0
10 1008 2764.0 2754.0
11 839 2026.0 2015.0
12 698 2003.0 1991.0
13 578 2124.0 2112.0
14 472 1708.0 1697.0
15 379 1432 1421.0
16 298 1315.0 1305.0
17 226 1528.0 1520.0
18 161 1684.0 1679.0
19 101 1218.0 1.215.0
20 48 Not calculated Not eal dilated
g*Note excellent agreement for small. r.
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Because this check is identical to the one used in the previous chapter, 
it will- he discussed first.
As more and more points are used in a mesh, the increment size 
becomes smaller and smaller. If the solution to a problem is examined 
as a function of increment size, it is often possible to extrapolate to 
zero increment size and get an idea of the error. This,operation was done: 
with a graph in the previous chapter. Here, a table is used to get an 
extra significant figure. An analysis based on a mesh size of 5 was not, 
considered interesting enough-to make the computations. Table VII shows 
the radial stresses calculated for three different values of N. Each: 
row of .the. table corresponds to. a given radial location* As the mesh 
gets coarser, there are more blank spaces in the. table because stresses 
are calculated for less points. A comparison between the entries of a 
complete row suggests that the use of a 20-point mesh gives a good 
approximation to the ''true ” solution. When the evidence of Table VII is 
combined with a study of a limiting; case of the plastic analysis, the 
argument becomes even stronger..
Before the actual details of the limiting case are- presented, it 
should be noted that arguments based on such a study could be considered 
physical arguments as well as mathematical arguments. They are included 
under the mathematical section because -the final comparisons were made 
between two different procedures. This point; will become clear as the 
argument unfolds.
Suppose that the, constant B in, Eq. (29) is allowed to become larger 
and larger. The "plastic term" in the equation will become smaller and
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TABLE VII. COMPRESSIVE STRESSES FOR THREE MESH SIZES
Pointer 40 20 10
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22 792
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24 663
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smaller until Eq. (29) becomes Eq. (25) of the previous chapter. In 
other words, in the limit Eq. (29). applies to an elastic analysis. Thus 
values of stress for large B should be the same as those calculated by 
the finite-element elastic analysis reported in Chapter III. Figure 29 
.shows the range of stresses. calculated by the plastic analysis for a 
wide range of B. Note that the change in stress caused by changing B 
from 10 to 100 times its proper value is negligible. Thus, the values 
calculated for 100 times the proper value were the ones selected for 
comparison with the elastic analysis, Figure 30 shows the comparison. 
,-The /agreeiaent•'is' entirely satisfactory, but still; a little disappointing 
The reason for the small discrepancy is. that the elastic program uses a 
linear equation to find the CTE as a function of temperature, whereas th 
plastic program uses' actual data on the CTE* Perhaps the. agreement is 
surprising when the differences in the two approaches are considered. 
What, is truly surprising is the consistency found in the physically 
oriented cheeks.
(5 ) Physically Oriented 
The most obvious-'physically oriented check is equilibrium. If the 
disk is cut exactly in half by a plane parallel, to its axis/the surface 
formed by the. cut will be a rectangle. - Distributed over this rectangle 
will be a wide range- of tangential, stresses. For the semicircular 
piece to be in -equilibrium,, the sum: of the: forces, on,this rectangular 
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The lo w er l i m i t  on th e  in t e g r a l  is  zero  because o f  symmetry. The upper 
l i m i t ,  b , is  th e  o u ts id e  ra d iu s  o f  th e  d is k . The a c tu a l mechanics o f  
making t h is  check a re  d escrib ed  as fo llo w s .
F i r s t ,  th e  va lu es  o f  S found by s o lu tio n  to  d i f f e r e n t i a l  eq u atio n  
a re  s u b s t itu te d  in to  th e  e q u ilib r iu m  eq u atio n
dS
S - s + —  r = 0 . r t -dr
To do this it is, of course, necessary to perform .a numerical differ­
entiation. Next, Eq.: (38) is solved for St. Emerging from this analysis 
is a value of S for every point in the mesh. Finally, the foil owing 
operation is performed:
N St + St
I = X -    ■ . (h) Ar (39)
1=1 2
For convenience, both h and Ar are set equal to unity, a reasonable opera 
because equilibrium is. independent of dimensions. .Another way to look, 
at the same idea is to divide Eq. (39) by hAr and examine only the 
summation of the average tangential stresses. Table VTII does exactly 
that.
The numbers shown in. Table VIII are. typical of those found in every 
case where the equilibrium check ‘was performed,, probably half a dozen 
cases covering widely vary ing conditions* It should.be noted that this
Ifcheck, is not simply a matter, of getting back what you started with.
The equilibrium equation, Eq. (38) is based on a force balance over an
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area bounded by two circles whose radii’ differ by Ar and two rays whose 
directions differ by A0 . In short, Table VIII proves that the tangential 
stresses calculated by Eq. (38) are internally consistent and physically 
significant. Perhaps as significant as the equilibrium test and a bit 
more sophisticated was the compatibility test./
In the last chapter, the relationship between the elastic strains 






Therefore, to find the displacement at. any point two approaches are 
possible:
r " r
u = f du = f  X dr (41)ro o
or
u = X̂ r . (42)
Again, It is desirable!to make the comparison independent of the size of 
the Arfs if not the number of them. Thus, r in Eq. (42) becomes (i—  l)Ar 
and dr in Eq, (41) becomes Ar. Then Eq, (41) and Eq, (42) are divided by
Ar. In Table IX a comparison is made between the two approaches to u/Ar:
N X +  X




TABLE IX. A, r VS I A t r dr: COMPATIBILITY CHECK
Point At(i-l)a
i A + A ^
y r i r l+i
4 ~ — — —










16 24.7 ro VJt
18 25.6 25.4
a A.T/(i—l) - u/Ar.





The agreement is good. Another test of compatibility was to substitute 
the total strains into the compatibility equation
dh
X „ X, - r = 0 . (44 )r t dr
When this was done, good agreement was obtained for points away from the 
biaxial region in the center. The reason for the difficulty in the bi­
axial region is that the Mohr-Coulomb yield criterion does not specify 
exactly how the plastic strains are to be distributed when the stresses 
are equal, Thus a so-called ■"corner-rule" is needed, for purposes of 
this stud$ the. total tangential strain was simply set equal to the radial 
strain. This approximation was used because the level of stresses calcu­
lated by the analysis is independent of the relative magnitude of the 
strains in the biaxial region. The final section of this chapter 
shows the stress distributions for some particularly Interesting 
eases.
Applications of the Plastic Analysis
The first application of the plastic analysis is a comparison 
between the influence of plastic deformation and the decrease in modulus 
at very high temperatures. Such a comparison is shown in Fig. 31. The 
lowest of the three curves comes from the- finite-element elastic analysis 
The properties are those of RVD graphite, and the temperature distribu­




















Fig. 31. Radial stress in comparison study
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2 million psi, whereas the CTE was allowed to vary; linearly with tempera­
ture. The maximum compressive stress is a healthy 17 ksi. The curve 
with the wiggle in it should be discussed next.
Everything 'is; the same as in the previous problem except that now 
Young’s modulus is completely temperature dependent'. Near the center 
where temperatures are very high it falls as low as 0.5 million psi.
The curve starts out initially flat because the temperature is constant 
for the first 1/2 cm and the state of stress ■ is: uniform biaxial com­
pression. At about 0.6 cm,the temperature falls, the modulus rises,, 
and the compressive stress increases. The important-point is that there 
is a. large-drop in the- thermal stress when the "softening” with temperature 
is included. The final curve in Fig. 31 is the result of the plastic 
analysis.
In the plastic analysis the modulus was held constant at 2 million 
psi. . The drop in stress at the center is almost as large as that of the 
•softening material,; whereas away from, the center the-drop is greater.. The 
conclusion that compressive plastic deformation contributes to the. 
thermal shock resistance of graphite is clear.. Even more convincing is 
Fig. 32 in. which the associated tangential, stresses^are plotted. Because 
the tensile strength of RVD is only a,little above 4 ksi, the disks would 
fail at .11 kw if it were not for the change in modulus or the plastic 
flow, or both. That .the plastic flow plays any role at all comes as a. 
surprise to. specialists both in graphite and. material science who regard 
graphite as a "brittle material, " The implications of this; discovery 
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Fig. 32. Tangential stress in comparison study.
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Because the porosity of the graphite is probably responsible for .the 
plastic flow and the plastic flow increases thermal shock resistance, 
perhaps porosity is desirable. For example, a porous ceramic might be 
developed which would be resistant to thermal shock while retaining all 
the desirable chemical and electrical properties. Further speculation 
on this subject seems inappropriate. Instead, several other applications 
of the plastic analysis are discussed.
Using the 5-kw temperature distribution shown in Chapter II a stress 
distribution for AGOT graphite at 10 sec was calculated. The results are. 
shown in Fig. 33. Because the tangential stress, is just beloŵ  the. failure 
locus, the agreement with Yahr’s (1967) measured threshold power of 5.S kv 
is good.
The role of arc- power is presented in more detail in Fig, 34 which
shows the tangential stresses in RVD at 11 and 13 kw. Inspection of
this .figure suggests that failure might be produced by a power of
approximately 25 kw. In Fig. 35 a comparison between PAD and ATJ at 
13 kw and 10 sec is shown. ATJ is a clear favorite.. In fact, Fig. 35 
suggests that it will be difficult to break ATJ even at very high powers. 
This conclusion is supported by Fig. 36 which shows the tangential 
stress in RAD and ATJ at 30 Kw. The results are in good agreement with 
Yahr's experiments. He was unable to break ATJ disks at 25 kw while 
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The principal, conclusions of' this study are:
1. The temperature dependence of the. thermal properties:of graphite 
has a strong influence on the temperature distribution in a 
thermal-shock problem when high temperatures are involved,
2. A finite-element procedure is a practical tool in an elastic 
analysis where Young’s modulus' and the coefficient of thermal ' 
expansion are both temperature dependent,
3. The use of naive figures of merit in the. selection of materials 
for thermal-shock application is. questionable.
A fully temperature-dependent elastic analysis shows the same, 
relative thermal—shock resistance of ATJV RVD/and AGOT as 
found by Y ahr (I9 6 7 ).
5. The thermal-shock resistance of graphite is due in part to its 
plastic deformation.
6. The plastic analysis and the experimental work-of Yahr (1 9 6 7 )
are in good agreement on the heat input necessary to cause failure 
by thermal shock.
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7. Given a complete description of the mechanical and thermal 
properties of a particular type of graphite* it is possible 
to predict the behavior of the graphite under conditions of 
plane stress and extreme thermal shock.
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APPENDIX A: PLANE STRAIN FROM PLANE STRESS
It is often relatively easy to solve a plane—stress problem. The 
derivation given below shows how the results of an elastic, plane-stress 
problem may be applied to an elastic, plane-strain problem. For a thermal- 
stress problem in plane strain, the deformation equations are as follows r
S V (S + S )
e = --------------'L--L + * p . ,x E E
S_ v(S + Sj
e = JL-, 1--—  t QAT. , (1)7 E E
S (S + S )
o = -  -— Z L — JL. + oat ..E E
If the third equation is solved for and if the result is substituted 
in the first equation;, one obtains
S V [S. - EQAT + V (S + S )1
e = - i _____1___ ____... + OUT . (2)x E E v 7
After gathering terms,
(1 -■ v2) S, (v + V2) STr
e = — -— ---------  £ + (1 + v) OAT . (3 )x E E ' '
The corresponding deformation equation for plane stress is very similar.
S . VS 
e - — Z  X  om*
x E E
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Indeed, the coefficients of S , S , and CL differ only by constants.-x y
Thus.- results which depend upon these two equations will also differ by 
constants. The following transformations will adjust the constants so 
that the results of a plane-stress analysis will apply to a plane-strain 
problem.
E* -  ---  , V* = — ---, Cf* = (1 + v) a (5)
1 - v2
The superscript asterisk implies that the "starred” quantity is to be 
used in a plane—strain problem everywhere the "unstarred" quantity 
appears in a plane-stress problem. A specific example makes the 
procedure clear.
The thermal stresses in a thin disk with a radial temperature 
gradient can be easily calculated using the assumption of plane stress. 
The results are most readily available in Timoshenko (1956 and 1959).
The tangential stress in the disk is given by
r  l 1 rr 1S = as I -T + I Trdr + —  I Trdr j , (6)
* j_ b ° r ° J
where T is temperature at the point ..r, and b is the radius of the disk. 
Suppose that the: substitutions indicated above are made. The terms 
inside the brackets do not change and Q!E becomes
(l V)





Thus the tangential thermal stress in a lonĝ  solid cylinder with only a 
radial temperature gradient is given by
s+
t  1 ■- v —T + —— f Trdr -h —— f Trdr b2 Jo r-Z o (9)
This result is the same as that derived from first principles ih Timoshenko 
(1956).
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AEPE38DIX B: SUPERPOSITION,' TRANSVERSE ISOTROFi, AND HOOKE■ S LAN
A substance is said to have transverse isotropy if its properties 
are independent of direction on one and only one plane. The most impor­
tant example is sedimentary rock. Graphites are. another example.
In an extruded graphite, the isotropic plane Is perpendicular to the 
direction of extrusion. In a molded graphite, the direction of isotropy 
is perpendicular to the direction of the force pushing the material into-, 
the mold. As a rule the anisotropy of a molded graphite is less pro­
nounced than that of an extruded graphite.
The purpose of the following pages is to show how the methods from 
elementary- ""strength of materials,r can be profitably applied to transverse 
isotropy. The typical approach found in hooks on the theory of..elasticitŷ  
sacrifices both physical understanding and simplicity for mathematical 
 ̂rigor. A brief review of the isotropic case will facilitate later 
developments.
Suppose that the strains in the x, y, and z directions are indepen­
dent of shear stresses in any plane, an experimental fact for a wide 
variety of materials: isotropic, transverse Isotropic, orthorhombic,
hexagonal, etc. To find the strains in any direction because of loads in 
any direction, one simply applies the principle of superposition. Thus 
the strain In the x direction Is composed of three components, one from 
the load in each of the three directions. Suppose that S , S , and Ssr jr ■ z
are tensile .stresses whose associated forces are In the direction of the
appropriate subscript. Let E be Young*s modulus and v be Poisson’s




And the strain in the x direction due to S is simply the strain in they
y direction times Poisson’s ratio:
VS
(3)E
The.minus sign, appears because an extension in the y direction results in 
a contraction in the x direction.
,The strain in the x direction due to the load; in the z direction is 
found in, the same way. Finally, the three components of strain in the x 
direction are added together, that is, they are superposed. Thus,
Analogous equations can be written for the other directions. Thus,
e
s VS vs, = _ __y _
x E E ~E
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For a material -with transverse isotropy the argument ■ is similar hut
slightly more complicated. Let the xy plane he the plane of isotropy.
One type of Young*s modulus and one type of Poisson*s ratio will no
longer he sufficient. Let E he Young's modulus in the plane of isotropyP
and let E he the modulus in the z direction. Let V he the ratio of z P
lateral strains in the xy plane due to loads in the .xy plane. Let 
he the ratio: of a lateral strain in the xy plane due to a longitudinal 
strain in the z direction. Similarly, let v he the ratio of a lateral 
strain in the z direction to a longitudinal.strain in the xy plane. Thus, 
the first subscript tells the direction of the lateral strain; the
second shows the direction of the load. Suppose again that
stresses on the x, y, and is planes cause only shear strains.
Then,
S V S V S
e _ x p y pz zT 1 '.?••' •" j
X E E EP P z
s VS. V S
e = y p x pz z* . -• yy E E E.P P z
S V s V s
e _ z zp X . zp yz E E E
(7)
This set of equations is sufficient to handle problems involving trans­
verse isotropy when shear stress is not-involved,. The equations, how­
ever, are not In. their simplest form because
V VZP - Pz , 1 y
E E ( ^p z
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In other words, the strain in the y direction due to a load in the z 
direction is the same as the strain in the z direction due to the same 
size load In the y direction. Were this circumstance not so, it would 
he possible to design a machine capable of producing a positive out­
put for zero net input. By application of Eg. (8) to the set of Eqs, (7) 
one can see that four Independent elastic constants are implied.
V V
i. i_ _E (9)E E E E ' 1 'p z p z
If the shear equations are included, the number of constants would be 
raised to six.
T






If the methods of the theory of elasticity are applied to an object 
with transverse isotropy, the existence of five,independent elastic 
constants can be demonstrated. If the two shear moduli are added to the 
four constants listed above, one has six constants. The apparent contra­
diction Is resolved by showing that the six constants are not independent 
constants. In elementary strength of materials, V, E, and G are shown 
to be related for the isotropic case. A similar argument applies to the 
case of transverse isotropy. For practical purposes,, however, six con­
stants are most convenient.
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APPENDIX C
This appendix is a convenient summary of the temperature 
dependence of certain key properties Of the three types of graphite 
considered in this study. Two of these> RVD and ATJ, are molded; 
the third, AG01, is extruded. Because the grain of the molded speci­
mens was in the plane of the load the curves for the molded graphites 
show the "with-the-grain" properties. For AGOT, the grain was perpen­
dicular to the plane of the load and the curves are for the " across - 
thfe-grain"’ properties.
. The properties considered., are the coefficient of thermal expansion, 
Young' s modulus, and tensile strength. The. curves are "based on extensive 
(and expensive-) experimental work done at the Southern Research Institute. 
The work on ATJ' was done for the Aerojet General Corporation.(1 9 6 )̂.
The work on AGOT and RVD. was done for Union Carbide Corporation, but 
has the name Southern Research Institute (1 9 6 6 ) on the cover.
The temperature dependence of the thermal conductivity -and . specific< 
heat are discussed in the Heat-Transfer ■ chapter;. the;' variation of the 
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